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Father of Erica
Hagan files
lawsuit in Chile

.1t

School is back in session

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbatteiger@murrayledger.corn
A lawyer in Temuco, Chile,
has been retained for the father
of a Murray woman who was
slain in that country two years
ago.
Erica,
Faith
Hagan, valedictorian of
the Calloway
County High
School Class
of 2010 and a
2014 graduate
of
Georgetown College,
murE.HAGAN dered on Sept.
5, 2014, in
Chile,reportedly by blunt force
trauma. She was found dead in
her shower, and the investigation indicated that there was no
forced entry into her apartment.
Hagan,22, was in the country to teach Chilean children.
In December 2015, a security
guard in Hagan's apartment
building, Domingo Cofre, 44,
was acquitted of her murder.
The Chilean newspaper
"Soy Temuco" reported in
April 2016 that Erica Hagan's
father, Chris Hagan of Indiana,
had retained Chilean attorney
Gaspar Calderon.
Calderon's office confirmed
on Wednesday from Temuco
that they are working on a lawsuit for Chris Hagan, but declined to speak about the case,
See HAGAN Page 2A
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"But we know where
this man is from; when
the Christ comes, no
one will know where he
is from."
John 7:27
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JORDAN FERGUSON/
Ledger & Times
Tyler Underhill, (right), kindergarten student at Southwest
Elementary School, is shown
giving a high five to Southwest
principal Josh McKeel before
classes got underway Wednesday
morning. Students (top) trickle
from the bus into Southwest
Elementary School Wednesday
morning to begin classes for the
2016/17 school year. Pictured,
from left, are Nicholas Caldwell,
Evan Natividad, Amberlyn Hall,
Ayden Holder and Kerrigan
White.

Community prepares for 107th
47th annual Douglass Homecoming
Reunion set for Saturday at Curris Center Bill Wells Make a Difference Day
By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledgercom

change, but they have been pretty much set in stone for years
now."
The 47th annual Douglass
The dinner on Saturday will
Homecoming Reunion is set for serve as a culmination of a series
6:30 p.m. Saturday in the ball- of preliminary events starting
room of the Curris Center on Thursday. The three-day reunion
Murray State University's cam- celebration will kick off at 7 p.m.
pus.
Thursday night with a memorial
"The Douglass reunion is service to be held at St. John's
very important," said Dr. Mar- Missionary Baptist Church at
Teze Hammons. who will serve 122 Spruce St. Following the
as the keynote speaker for this service, bingo and refreshments
year's reunion. "It pays tribute will be served in the hospitality
to the different graduating class- room at Best Western University
es of Douglass High School, Inn from 9 to 11 p.m.
while continuing to pass down
On Friday, a community barhiStory of such an amazing insti- becue will be held at the Curtution and community.
ns Center from 6 to 7:30 p.m.
"Each year, the Douglass Adults will need to pay $5 for the
Homecoming Committee plans meal, with children age 5 to 12
events starting Thursday and paying $3. Following the cornending on Saturday night with munity barbecue, HUSH-Revisthe Douglass Bulldog Banquet. ited will take place in the Curris
... Each year, these events could Center Theater on the third floor.

HUSH — History Understanding
Satisfaction and Honor — will
feature skits, open mic and varbus talents and fashions. Donations of.$3 will be requested to
attend the performance.
Bingo and refreshments will
again be served at the Best Western University Inn, as well as
bowling at Corvette Lanes from
10 p.m. to midnight.
The HUSH performance is
something Hammonds was a
large part of during his time in
Murray.
"(HUSH)is a performing arts
program that was established by
the late Roderick 0. Reed," he
said. "Mr. Reed created an opportunity for community membets — mainly young people —
to express themselves and their
talents on stage."

For years, the residents of Murray and Calloway County have
had the opportunity to make a difference through responsibly disposing of items in a manner that preserves the safety and beauty of
their community.
This Saturday, the opportunity will once again present itself in
the form of the 107th Bill Wells Make a Difference Day to be held
from 9 a.m. to noon in the parking lot of Roy Stewart Stadium on
Murray State University's campus.
Items which will be taken Saturday include paper and cardboard
of all types,eyeglasses, aluminum cans,old cellphones, ink jet cartridges, clothing and shoes, prescription drugs in original containers, books, old sports equipment and plastics and glass as well as
motor oil.
As with the previous Make a Difference Day in May, the day
will feature special items to be taken in this time around.
"The city of Murray was able to help us get a grant for household hazardous materials, such as old pesticides or cleaning agents,
so we will be taking those items this Saturday," said Bill Marcum.
former Calloway County sheriff who has taken the helm for Make
a Difference Day since Wells' passing."We are also taking e-scrap,

See DOUGLASS on Page 2

7. See MAKE A DIFFERENCE on Page 2

By JORDAN FERGUSON
jferguson@murrayledger.com
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Daily Forecast
Today: Showers and
thunderstorms
likely.
Cloudy, with a high near
85. South southwest
wind around 6 mph.
Chance of precipitation
is 70%.
Tonight: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. Cloudy,
with a low around 71.
Southwest wind around
6 mph.
Friday: A 50 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Partly
sunny, with a high near
85. Southwest wind
around 6 mph.
Friday Night: A 50
percent chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. Southwest
wind around 5 mph becoming calm.
Saturday: A 50 percent chance of showers

and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with a high near
85. West southwest wind
5 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A
slight chance of showers and thunderstorms.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 71. South wind
around 6 mph.
Sunday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 87. Southwest wind 5 to 7 mph.
Sunday Night: A slight
chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Mostly
cloudy, with a low around
71. South wind 3 to 5
mph.
Monday: A chance of
showers and thunderstorms. Partly sunny, with
a high near 88. Light and
variable wind becoming
southwest 5 to 7 mph in
the morning.
Monday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
72. North northwest wind
around 5 mph becoming
south southeast after
midnight.
Tuesday: A slight
chance of showers and
thunderstorms.
Mostly
sunny, with a high near
90. West wind 5 to 7 mph.

II HAGAN...
overseas in matters of "unnatural" deaths, they cannot conduct
their own investigation.
citing attorney-client privilege.
The Chilean newspaper reThe newspaper reported that
Chris Hagan was seeking to ported that Calderon has been
sue the school Erica Hagan was working on the case since Cofemployed, Colegio Bautista de re's acquittal in December.
Regina O'Neal of Murray,
Temuco, and the prosecution in
the case. It has been reported Erica Hagan's mother, said that
that Chris Hagan was advised she disagrees with the filing of
by the U.S. Embassy in Chile to the lawsuit.
"I don't think Erica would
hire a lawyer.
A representative of the U.S. want the school sued," she said.
Embassy in Chile told the Led- "She loved the school."
Chris Hagan was unavailable
ger & Times last week that
although they assist families to comment by press time. III

From front

From front
On Saturday, a cookout at
the park sponsored by Ruling
Star Lodge 51 will be held at
Murray's Central Park pavilion
near the pool and Playhouse in
the Park. Swimming will also
be available at the city pool. All
minors must be accompanied
by an adult.
Tickets to the reunion dinner
to be held on Saturday evening
will be sold at all events preceding it until 4 p.m. on Saturday. Shirts will also be available for purchase.
Carlton Bumphis, president

of the Douglass Reunion Committee, said he had high hopes
for this year's turnout. As the
years have gone on, he said,
the event has become more and
more about remembering those
who attended the high school.
A lot of this is done through the
fellowship of their families.
"We are looking for a big
turnout this year, which we
expect every year," Bumphis
said. "As the years go on, we
know most of the Douglass
alumni are passing on,so it has
turned into a big family celebration."•

Beshear and Grimes to skip
Fancy Farm picnic Saturday
due to family commitments
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Republicans will have a
lopsided advantage during
political speeches at the Fancy Farm picnic that serves as
the traditional kickoff of Kentucky's fall campaign season.
The state's two Democratic
statewide officeholders — Attorney General Andy Beshear
and Secretary of State Alison
Lundergan Grimes — are
skipping Saturday's event in
western Kentucky. Both are
citing family commitments.
Republicans are pouncing on their absence from the
raucous event that includes
sign-toting, noisy hecklers.
Tres Watson, a state Republican Party spokesman,says it's
a sign the state Democratic

Party is on the verge of becoming a regional party based
in Louisville and Lexington.
Republican U.S. Sen. Rand
Paul and his Democratic challenger, Jim Gray, will square
off at Saturday's picnic. Other speakers will include Sen.
Mitch McConnell and Gov.
Matt Bevin, both Republicans.•

From front
which is old computers or laptops or monitors."
Organizers have been attempting to come up with
more items to take during the
regular recycling event, with
the previous Make a Difference Day in May featuring a
paper shredder for old documents. This time around,those
gathering in the parking lot of
Roy Stewart Stadium Saturday
morning will be able to drop
off chemicals such as those

mentioned above, older computers and other electronics.
"We are also taking old televisions, but we ask that people
limit it to one per household,"
Marcum said."On the hazardous stuff at home, if it is oilbased paint, we will be taking
that, but with latex paint, you
can dry that out and put it in
your regular trash."
Marcum said this time
around,the day will be an hour
shorter, lasting until noon instead of 1 p.m. Marcum also
said Saturday might be a bit

warm,and mentioned a chance
of rain but said regardless of
the weather, people can expect
the day to go forward.
"It's probably gonna be
hot. I think there is a 40 percent chance of rain, but we are
there rain or shine," Marcum
said.
Marcum said there were
more than 300 cars which
passed through the stadium
parking lot at the last Make a
Difference Day in May,and he
expects even more this time
around.

bit as we go," he said."We are
trying each time to do something different, keep it coordinated and keep it strong.In August we are expecting - with
having the household waste
and the e-scrap - we art anticipating probably 400 vehicles
to come through this time. We
are expecting a big day, so if
everybody comes out and gets
their stuff there, we will get it
where it needs to go." IIII

FBI: Transit officer
1st lawman charged
under US terror law
By MATTHEW BARAKAT
Associated Press
ALEXANDRIA, Va. (AP)
— Prosecutors brought the
first-ever federal terrorism
charges against a law enforcement officer in the U.S.,
alleging Wednesday that a
patrol officer with the D.C.
region's transit police bought
about $250 worth of gift cards
for someone he thought was
working with the Islamic State
group.
Nicholas Young,36,of Fairfax, was arrested Wednesday
at Metro Transit Police headquarters in Washington and
charged with a single count of
attempting to provide material support to a terrorist group.
According to an FBI affidavit,
Young bought the gift cards
last month that he intended for
the Islamic State to use to purchase mobile messaging apps.
Young actually gave the codes
for the gift cards to an undercover FBI officer, the affidavit
said.
He made a brief court appearance Wednesday afternoon, wearing a T-shirt and
what appeared to be his uniform slacks.
David Smith, who was appointed to represent Young after the hearing, said he could
not comment because he had
not yet been able to research
the details of the case.
If convicted, Young could
face up to 20 years in prison.
Young had been under surveillance since 2010, and he
traveled to Libya at least once
in 2011, where he said he
joined rebel forces seeking to
oust dictator Moarrunar Gadhafi,the affidavit said. He traveled with body armor,a Kevlar
helmet and other military-style
items.
Young was deeply paranoid
about law enforcement spying
on him, often taking out the
battery of his cellphone when
he wanted to go somewhere
and talk, the document said.
Young frequently told one undercover source to be wary of
potential informants, according to the affidavit.
On Jan. 24, 2011, an undercover officer said Young
told the officer he once aimed
an AK-47-style rifle out of a
window at his residence, scanning for law enforcement he
believed was watching him.
On another occasion, he grew
angry that the FBI talked to his
family and co-workers and said
he wanted to find the FBI agent
and kidnap and torture her.
The undercover officer said

he "doubted that Young seriously intended to act upon
those words," according to the
affidavit.
As police searched Young's
townlnome in Fairfax, neighbor
Dina Ahmad described him
as standoffish and said he had
occasional run-ins with the
homeowners' association over
his cluttered front lawn.
He often worked on his
car at late hours, and the car
was adorned with anti-Israel
bumper stickers, she said.
"We knew something was
weird about him," Ahmed
said."You just kind of got that
creepy vibe off of him."
Joshua Stueve, spokesman
for the U.S. attorney for the
Eastern District of Virginia,
said Young posed no threat to
the Metro system,and nowhere
in the affidavit does it mention
the subway and bus system for
the nation's capital.
Metro spokesman Dan Stessel said Young, who had been
employed since 2003, was
fired.
"Obviously, the allegations
in this case are profoundly disturbing. They're disturbing to
me, and they're disturbing to
everyone who wears the uniform," Metro General Manager Paul Wiedefeld said in a
statement.
FBI spokesman Andrew
Ames confirmed that Young is
the first law enforcement officer to be charged under the
federal government's terrorism
law.
Young was an associate of
two other people charged with
terror-related crimes. In 2010,
law enforcement interviewed
Young because of his links to
Zachary Chesser, who eventually pleaded guilty to trying
to join the militant group alShabab and to issuing threats
to the makers of the "South
Park" cartoon series after they
penned an episode he found insulting to Islam.
Young also met regularly
with Amine El Khalifi, who
pleaded guilty in a sting operation in which he planned to attempt a suicide bombing at the
U.S. Capitol in 2012.
Authorities said that in their
years of monitoring Young, his
purchase of the gift cards was
the first action that crossed
the line to where he could be
charged with a crime, and they
moved to arrest him as soon as
it occurred.
As he was under surveillance, though,Young frequently made alarming comments,
according to the affidavit.
During one conversation with
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Associated Press photo
Law enforcement officers work outside the home of Nicholas
Young, a Washington Metro Transit Officer, Wednesday,
Aug. 3, 2016, in Fairfax, Va., Young was arrested at Metro's
headquarters in Washington, and charged with a single count
of attempting to provided material support to a terrorist group.
According to an FBI affidavit, Young bought nearly $250 in gift
cards last month that he intended for the Islamic State to use to
purchase mobile apps that would facilitate communications. But
Young actually gave the cards to an undercover FBI source.
an undercover officer, Young
said if he was ever betrayed by
someone, "that person's head
would be in a cinder block at
the bottom of' a lake.
In March 2015, he raised
suspicion when he brought
a large amount of ammunition, AK-47s and a pistol to
an off-duty weapons training
event provided by another
Metro officer. Young said he
owned even more weapons,
according to the affidavit.
He praised the 2015 Paris
terrorist attacks at the Bataclan
music hall and elsewhere, as
well as the earlier Charlie Hebdo attacks, the document said.
According to George Washington University's Program
on Extremism, Young is the
100th person since March
2014 to be charged with an of-

fense related to support for the
Islamic State.
Seamus Hughes, the program's deputy director, said
Young's case is an outlier not
just because it involves a police officer. Hughes said Young
is significantly older than the
average age of 26 associated
with these charges. In addition,
he said, court documents show
that Young embraced radical
ideology for six years or more;
the typical radicalization occurs more quickly.
"The radicalization here did
not occur overnight," Hughes
said.
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This home has 3brf2ba and many quality
updates including a new front porch, gas
range, replacement windows, and new roof
shingles in 2011. This comfortable home
has a generous living and dining space
accented with a fireplace. Backyard has a
privacy fence and includes a storage/garden shed. Corner lot conveniently located
for Murray State, Elementary School, Downtown, and the
Hospital. MIS /87919 $148.500.
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Location,location,location
This borne is a well maintained, 4br/
2ba brick ranch with over 2200 sq
of living area,so conveniently located
near Mummy High, Elementary, Arboretum and Murray State University.
Neutral decor throughout and move-in
ready. Immediate possession is available.
MLS /87994 S199,000.
Students
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Associated Press photo
This image provided by Moon Express on Aug. 3, 2015,
shows an illustration of the company's landing vehicle on the
surface of Earth's moon. On Wednesday, the U.S. government gave permission to the private Fionda company to fly
a spaceship beyond Earth's orbit and land on the moon. The
washing machine-sized vehicle would take hops across the
lunar surface.
By SETH BORENSTEIN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON(AP)- The
federal government for the first
time has given permission to a
private Florida company to fly
a spaceship beyond Earth's orbit
and land on the moon.
The Federal Aviation Administration gave clearance Wednesday to Moon Express to land a
washing machine-sized vehicle
on the moon that would take
hops across the lunar surface
using engine firings instead of
roving on wheels.
"Why crawl when you can
fly," said Moon Express CEO
Bob Richards. He called the
company's planned lunar ship a
"single-stage hot rod of space."
The Cape Canaveral-based
Moon Express plans to launch
late next year, probably out of
New Zealand, on a rocket that
has yet to fly, Richards said. The
$10 million flight is the first of
many planned missions where
they hope to make money extracting lunar resources, like
platinum, and selling moon dust
and rock collectibles, he said.
Getting the OK - not technically a lirpriso but a detennination.that 10101taild claw) hArox
and the company can go ahead
- "is a milestone and it is not
implausible that they will succeed," said retired space policy
expert John Logsdon of George
Washington University.

The company,is also competing with several other groups for
the Google Lunar X Prize . The
$20 million prize will go to the
first private firm to get a lander
to the moon that can then move a
bit. But Richards said that's not
the main way the firm hopes to
make money.
Richards said the first flight
has five customers, including a
company that is selling the opportunity to take people's ashes
to the moon. His parents' ashes
will be on the flight. He said they
used to sing the song "Fly Me To
The Moon" to him "and I'm going to." The company uses a Diana Krall recording of the song
for its telephone hold music.
However, Richards said his
firm hasn't finished building
the !ander and hopes to unveil a
new design in September, which
he said is "about the size of R2D2" from Star Wars and will be
propelled by environmentally
friendly hydrogen peroxide.
The plan is to fly on a rocket built by Rocket Lab , which
has yet to launch a ship. If that
doesn't work the FAA approval is done in a way that they
could just hire another firm, like
SpaceX,Richards said.
The govesamontg of U.S.,
China and the former Soviet
Union have landed rovers on
Mars, with the Chinese Jade
Rabbit rover just retiring. No
human has stepped on the moon
since 1972. III

Pictured Is the staff of the Murray Ledger & Times M December 1943. Pictured, second row,second from left Is
Lochl• Broach Hart and beck row,second from left with gismos Is Joe H. Weeks Jr. who was a pressman for the
newspaper. It Is believed that W.P. Williams, publisher, Is pictured, far right
Photo submitted by Martha Weeks Lacewet daughter cA Joe H. Weak,,k.
If anyone recognizes others in this pholo. cUl Lacervett at 270-752-0022 or 270-759-2333.

The Murray Ledger & Times will be publishing photographs taken in the past of people, places and events in Many and Calloway County.
Email photos to cornmunitynewsOmurrayledger.com or bring them to our office at 1001 %knell Ave.

By MARLEY JAY
Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) U.S. stocks edged higher
Wednesday as energy companies climbed with the price
of oil. Banks also rose, and
investors sold traditionally
safe stocks. A survey showed
that hiring by private companies continued at a solid but
uninspiring clip in July.
Stocks opened lower but
gradually recovered to finish
at their highest levels of the
day. The price of oil jumped
after the U.S. government
said
gasoline
stockpiles
shrank last week. A survey
showed private U.S. business
payrolls grew by 179,000 in
July as retailers and shipping firms hired more workers. That suggests hiring is
still healthy, but that wasn't
enough to excite investors.
"So much of this (economic) recovery could be
correctly categorized as slow
but steady," said Mike Baele,
Secretary of State John Kerry senior portfolio manager
hosted the nations' foreign min- with U.S. Bank's private cliisters in Washington on Wednes- ent reserve. "It's all better
day. Other issues discussed than last year, for the most
included business competitive- part, but it's also all below
ness, transportation, electricity expectations."
and climate change.
The Dow Jones industrial
The department criticizes all average broke a seven-day
five for rights abuses. It says losing streak and added
Uzbekistan tortures and Tajiki- 41.23 points, or 0.2 percent,
stan even cracks down on long to 18,355. The Standard &
beards.
Poor's 500 index gained
Turkmenistan may be the 6.76 points,or 0.3 percent, to
worst of the bunch. It ranks 2,163.79. The Nasdaq comamong the most corrupt nations, posite rose 22 points, or 0.4
isolating itself in a way that percent,to 5,159.74.
draws comparisons to North KoThe employment survey
rea.•
by payroll processor ADP

US enhances counterterrorism
cooperation with Central Asia
By BRADLEY KLAPPER
Associated Press
WASHINGTON(AP)- The
United States is enhancing counterterrorism cooperation with
Central Asia's five "Stans" countries.
The State Department says
the U.S. and the countries Kazakhstan,K yrgyzstan,Tajikistan,
Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan
will create a regional counterterrorism dialogue to "counter the
challenges of foreign terrorist
fighters and radicalization to violence in Central Asia."

DAVID SNOW / Ledger & Times
Students at Calloway County High School rush through the halls as they change classes
Wednesday during the first day of school.

suggests employers continue to hire new workers and
at a faster pace than they
were this spring, when hiring
slowed sharply. Still, growth
has been sluggish this year.
The Labor Department will
release a report Friday that
includes hiring by government as well as private companies. Experts think it will
show a gain of about 175,000
jobs.
The price of crude oil
jumped after the U.S. government said stockpiles of
gasoline shrank by more than
3 million barrels last week.
S&P-Global Platts said that
waS far more than expected,
and that total oil production
also decreased slightly. That
helped oil bounce back from
the slump That's taken it from
$50 a barrel in early June
down to around $40.
Benchmark U.S. crude
added $1.32, or 3.3 percent,
to $40.83 a barrel in New
York. Brent crude, which is
used to price international
oils, rose $1.30, or 3.1 percent, to $43.10 a barrel in
London.
That translated into big
gains for energy companies.
Williams Cos. rose $1.71, or
7.1 percent, to $25.67 and
Devon Energy gained $1.88,
or 5.2 percent, to $38.
Financial stocks also traded higher. Insurance company American International
Group jumped following a
strong second-quarter report.
AIG stock rose $3.96, or 7.3
percent, to $58.10. Intercontinental Exchange, the owner of the New York Stock

Exchange and other stock and sales that were stronger
markets, said it will split its than estimates. Among other
stock 5-for-1 and buy back factors, it said the "Pokemon
$1 billion in shares. Its stock Go" craze boosted its sales
rose $14.09, or 5.3 percent, as players needed to recharge
to $278.02.
their phones more often. The
Earnings reports con- stock rose 67 cents, or 10.5
tinued to stream in. Luxu- percent, to $7.03.
ry clothing, handbag and
The price of gold fell
accessories company Kate $8.30 to $1,356.10 an ounce.
Spade skidded $3.67,or 18.2 Silver fell 23 cents, or 1.1
percent, to $16.47 after it percent, to $20.47 an ounce.
disclosed weak results and Copper lost 1 cent to $2.20 a
lowered its estimates for the pound.
year. Kate Spade said travelIn other energy trading,
ers aren't spending as much wholesale gasoline rose 4
money at stores that depend cents to $1.35 a gallon. Heaton shopping by tourists.
ing oil added 3 cents to $1.29
Footwear maker Crocs a gallon. Natural gas gained
plunged
after
its sec- 11 cents to $2.84 per 1,000
ond-quarter sales fell $25 cubic feet.
million short of analyst esFrance's CAC 40 dipped
timates. Crocs projected a 0.2 percent, as did the FTSE
bigger shortfall in the current 100 in Britain. Germany's
quarter, and the company DAX picked up 0.3 percent.
said it expects overall rev- Japan's benchmark Nikkei
enue to shrink this year. Its 225 slipped 1.9 percent and
stock gave up $2.56, or 23.3 South Korea's Kospi lost 1.2
percent, to $8.44.
percent. Hong Kong's Hang
Fitness tracker maker Fit- Seng dipped 1.8 percent. Japbit rebounded after its quar- anese stocks have been slipterly results came in stronger ping because the country's
than expected. The stock recently-announced stimulus
rose $1.77, or 13.4 percent, package, worth around $272
to $14.93. The stock is still billion, fell short of expecdown 50 percent this year, tations. Much of the money
and a year ago it was trading is already in the pipeline.
around $50 per share.
Meanwhile a strong yen is
Etsy climbed $1.13,or 8.9 also deepening pessimism
percent, to $13.84. The on- over prospects for Japan's
line crafts marketplace said recovery.
sales were better than expectBond prices inched higher
ed and raised its sales and and the yield on the 10-year
other projections for the year. Treasury note fell to 1.55
Zagg, a mobile device ac- percent from 136 percent.
cessory company that bought The dollar rose to 101.13 yen
smartphone charger compa- from 100.88 yen. The euro
ny Mophie earlier this year, fell to $1.1145 from $1.1227.
reported an unexpected profit •
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Southwest Elementary School students go,from the bus to the classroom Wednesday as the
•
school yew begins.
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Bazzell reunion to be held
The descendants of James Elvis Bazzell and
Lillie Hill Bazzell of the Coldwater community
will hold its annual reunion on Saturday, Aug.
6, at the Wcaks Communtiy Center. A potluck
meal will be at noon. Ice and paper goods will
be provided.

Goodman to be at CCPL
Martha
Finney Andrus, Bill Goodman, host of KEN "Kentucky Tonight" and "One-on-One with Bill Goodman,"
Community editor
will be at the Calloway County Public Library
at 2 p.m., Sunday, Aug. 7. Goodman will discuss his first book,"Beans,Biscuits, Family and
Friends," and will field questions about politics.

HOWLA

MWC Garden Dept. to meet
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet at
1 p.m. Thursday, Aug. 4, at the clubhouse. Beekeeper Chris Bethel
will be the featured speaker. The hostesses will be Jane Hardin and
Sue White. Yearly dues may be paid at this meeting or at the September Meeting.

warn*

Make A Difference Day will be Saturday
The 107th Murray-Calloway County Bill Wells Make A Difference Day will be from 9 a.m.-noon,Saturday,Aug.6,at Roy Stewart
Stadium. Paper and cardboard will be collected along with E-scrap
and household haTardous waste. The Lions Club will collect eyeglasses, and the WATCH Center will take aluminum cans. Court Appointed Special Advocates(CASA)will collect cellphones and West
KY Mentoring Inc. will have a bin for ink jet cartridges. Clothes will
be collected for Angel's Attic, and the Kiwanis Club will have a bin
for shoes. The Murray Police Department and the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department will take prescription drugs in original containers. Plastic and glass will be gathered as well as bins provided
for used motor oil. Books will be collected for recycling to benefit
community education, and gently used sports gear will be taken for
the "Game Ready" initiative. Batteries will no longer be collected.

Cookout/swim party planned
Russell Chapel United Methodist Church will host a cookout/
swim party at 3 p.m. Saturday, Aug. 6, at the Murray-Calloway
County Park School House Pavilion. Grilled hamburgers and hot
dogs will be served. Buses will be available for anyone needing a
ride. For more information, call 270-293-2517 or 270-227-1566.
The public is invited to attend.

PEO Sisterhood will meet
The PEO Sisterhood will meet at 10 a.m. Saturday, Aug.6, at the
home of Rosa Crass. All members are encouraged to attend.

Homemakers selling quilt squares
The Calloway County Extension Homemakers will be selling
mini barn quilt squares at the Downtown Farmers Market on the first
Saturday of each month. The squares are made of sign metal and
are painted in patriotic red, white and blue or in the school colors
of University of Kentucky, Murray State University, Murray High
School or Calloway County High School. The cost is $25 each. No
orders will be taken.

Photo provided
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1960
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KIRKSEY HIGH SCHOOL CLASS OF 1960: Several members of the Kirksey High School Class
July 6, at Tom's Grille for lunch and to share memories. The Class of 1960 was the last graduating class of the high school.
Pictured, from left, front row, are Bettie Smith Stoll, Nancy Tucker Nimmo and Sandra Bedwell Wood; back row, Nancy
Bazzell Lovett, Monica Tipton, James Tipton, Lorna Ross Morgan and Marilyn Brame Thornton. Attending but not pictured
was Rheanetta Parker Coleman. Those unable to attend include Charlotte Garland McClure, Dn Edwards, Dan Lamb, Douglas
Smith, Gracie George Erwin, John Arnold, Lillie Harrison Johnson, Patty Loafman Ezell, Prentice Tucker and Ted Chambers.

Puckett graduates from University of Oxford
Special to the Ledger
Robert "Bobby" Puckett of
Murray, graduated July 23,from
the University of Oxford, Oxford, England, with a master of
philosophy degree (Mphil) in
international relations.
The international relations
program accepts a maximum of
29 students each year. The University of Oxford is the oldest
university in the English-speaking world.
While at Oxford, Puckett was
treasurer of St. Antony's Inter,national Review, Oxford's student-run Academic Journal on
Global Affairs.
Puckett is the son of Gerry
and Lisa Puckett of Murray and
the grandson of Billy and Syl-

via Puckett of Murray, Jewel
Lynn of Lexington (formerly of
Paducah) and the late Kenneth
Lynn of Paducah.
He was a 2013 graduate of
Transylvania University with a
bachelor of arts degree in political science and a minor in
Spanish. He graduated magna
cum laude and was eighth in his
graduating class with a GPA of
3.898.
While at Transylvania University, he was a tutor in the writing lab for four years. He was
president of Delta Sigma Phi
fraternity, overseeing more than
80 members. He participated on
the soccer team which finished
in the Elite Eight of the NCAA
Tournament.

Puckett was a 2009 graduate
of Murray High School and a
National Honor student. While
at MHS,he was involved in the
soccer program where he was
honored as All-State, All-Region and All-District and was
awarded the MVP two years in
a row.
Some highlights of Puckett's
experiences were as an intern
for the Office of the United Nations Political Affairs, U.S. Department of State, Washington,
D.C.; executive office intern for
the U.S. Embassy London with
the U.S. Department of State;
English teaching assistant,
Spanish Ministry of Education;
policy intern, Kentucky Governor's office,Gov.Steve Beshear,

and parliamentary intern, House
of Lords, Hansard Society
Scholars Programme, interning
with Lord Toby Harris, London,
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Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits group will meet at 1 p.m. every Friday in the library
of the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens Center. Knitters
and crocheters of all levels are welcome. For more information, call
Dot at 270-293-5588.

Photo provided

Robert "Bobby" Puckett in
London, England, after
graduating with a master's
degree in philosophy from
the University of Oxford.

Farmers Market to be Saturday
Downtown Farmers Market will be from 7 a.m.-noon Saturday
on the Murray court square. Seasonal fruits and vegetables will be
available along with flowers and plants, baked items, a variety of
meats,eggs and handcrafted items.
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Music friends to meet Sunday
The Four Rivers Music Friends will meet flow 2-4 p.m. Sunday,
Aug. 7,in the activity room of Brookdale of Murray. Anyone interested in learning to play or who enjoys listening to music is invited
to attend. For more information, call Vel Burkeen at 270-753-6979.

United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

WATCH needs aluminum cans
The WATCH Center, 702 Main St. needs aluminum cans for an
ongoing fundraising project. Cans may be dropped off any time by
driving through the driveway/parking lot on the west side of the center and placing them in the cotton wagon.

AA meetings available
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women with
the purpose to help others to recover from the pain and suffering of
alcoholism. There are meetings in Murray seven days a week, midday and evenings. For more information, call 270-535-4111, 270799-1065 or 270-226-3971 or visit www.wkintergroup. org.

Photo provided
YARD OF THE MONTH: The home of Bradley Simmons and Dr. Josh Adair, 503 Olive St.,
was named the July Yard of the Month by the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.

Youth art exhibition at MAG
The Summer Art Studio for Youth will have an exhibition of their
artwork until Aug. 5 with a closing reception frinii 5:30-6:30 p.m.
at the Murray Art Guild Gallery. All participants in the SASfY are
invited to participate.

CCRTA to meet Monday
The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet at
11:30 a.m. Monday,Aug.8,at the Murray Woman's Clubhouse. Justice Bill Cunningham will be the guest speaker. Local dues will be
collected. All members of KRTA are encouraged to attend.

CC Fire Protection Board will meet

The Calloway County Fire Protection District Board will meet at
6 p.m Monday,Aug. 8, at the CCFR Station 1, 101 East Sycamore
Street. The public is invited to attend.

CCHS Class of 1971 to hold reunion

The Calloway County High School Class of 1971 will hold its 45
year reunion on at 6 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 10 at The Big Apple Caft.
Reservations are not required but would be helpful. Call Barbara
Brittain at 502-552-4886 or email barbara.brittaininurray@gmail.
corn or Kenneth Perry at 270-752-0289 or email k.perry@capeelectric.corn for questions or reservations.

Donations needed for cemetery upkeep

The New Concord Cemetery is in need of tax-deductible donations to help with the upkeep of the cemetery. Mail donations to Mac
Coleman,2% Buchanan Lane, New Concord,KY 42076

1505 STADIUM VIEW DRIVE • MURRAY, KY

WWW.FERNTERRACE.COM
270-759-1883

• Helping families understand their budgets and
finances
• Combating youth's use
of alcohol, tobacco and
drugs
• Achieving preventative
health
living
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Holard Howland, 52, of Murray, Kentucky,
Brandon Lee "Cookie" Fout,25,of South
Monday, Aug. 1, 2016 at Lourdes Hospital,
Fulton,Tennessee,died in an automobile accident
ucah Kentucky. He was born May 17, 1964
near Paducah, Kentucky,on Saturday,July 30,
in Chicago, Illinois, to Harold and Edra Campbell
2016.
Howland, who preceded him in death.
He was of Baptist faith and was a correctional
He served in the US. Navy. He was a chef and
officer for the Northwest Correctional Complex in
also managed several restaurants.
MI. Howland is survived by his wife, Charity
Tiptonville,Tennessee.
Barnes Howland of Murray; five sons, Adam JaHe was preceded in death by his stepfather,
cobs of Utah,Ryan Jacobs ofTexas,Zachary HowWesley Wyatt; his grandfather, Leroy Vincent and
land and wife Haley of Murray,Cody Howland and
a stepbrother, Wyatt Gillum. Mr. Fout is survived
Johnathon Howland,both of Murray; one daughter,
by his wife, Melissa Sue Boso-Fout of South
HOWLAND Sierra Howland of Murray and five grandchildren,
Fulton;
a son Ryder Fout of South Fulton; his
FOUT
Noah,Jameson, Willow,Jayci and Eden.
mother, Catherine Vincent Wyatt of South Fulton;
A celebration of life memorial service will be
at 11 am. Saturday, Aug. 6, 2016 at Imes Funeral his father, David Fout of South Fulton; his grandmother, Margaret Vincent of Fulton; a sister, Melissa Moffitt of Hopkinsville;
Home & Crematory, downtown Murray.
Online condolences may be left at wwwimesth. a half-brother,Todd Pout of Ohio and three stepbrothers,Trevor
COM.
Gillum,Chad Gillum and Russell Gillum,all of Graves County.
lines Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown
Funeral service will be at noon Wednesday,Aug. 3,2016 at
Murray, is in charge of arrangements.
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel. Burial will be in Barnett Cemetery near
Murray. Visitation was from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday,Aug. 2,2016 at the
Warre Jacob Ryan
funeral home.
Warren Jacob Ryan, 23, of Dickson,Tennessee,
Online condolences may be left at www.hombeakfuneralchapel.
died Sunday, July 31,2016 at 6:20 a.m due to injucorn.
ries sustained in a car accident.
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton, is in charge of arrangements.
He was born Oct. 19, 1992 in Murray,Kentucky,
the beloved only child of Deana Paige Cook.
He worked in the metal industry in Dickson. He Nona Kate'Kaye' Beach
previously worked for Blue Beacon as a shift superNona Kate "Kaye" Beach,94,of Kirksey, Kentucky, died at
visor. He was an avid admirer of the violin which
5:45p.m.
Tuesday,Aug. 2,2016 at Spring Creek Health Care Cenhe learned at a young age. He also loved gaming,
ter,
Murray,
Kentucky.
which he did with his entire family.He was deeply
She was born May 11, 1922 in Calloway County, Kentucky,to
devoted to his family and fiancee. He was engaged
RYAN
to be married to Katie Lindsey,his childhood sweet- Felix and Nannie Fulton Beach.
heart. He brought love and laughter to everyone
She was preceded in death by her parents; two brothers, Andrew
who knew him. He will be undeniably missed.
Beach and Robert"Bob" Beach; four sisters, Velma Copeland,
He was preceded in death by his great-grandmother, Johnnie Ma- Wilma Mason,Eulala Green and Fronia Manning and her former
rie Crass; grandfathers Harold Garner,Steve McCuiston and Donald husband,Jimmy Ransbottom.
Sent; uncles Michael Garner and Johnny Garner and an aunt, Jackie
She was a member of Locust Grove Nazarene Church, Kirksey,
Cooper.
and later attended Murray Church of the Nazarene.
Warren Jacob is survived by his mother, Deana Cook; stepfather
Ms. Beach is survived by two brothers, Edwin Beach of Mayfield
John Cook; stepsister Scarlett Cook; fiancee Katie Lindsey; aunts
and
Fred Beach of Murray; three sisters, Linda Morris of Murray,
Rena Moore (Freddie Stone) and Teresa Ellis; uncles Jason Garner
(Sara), Mac McCuiston (Emily) and Donnie Serif; grandparents Sue White of Kirksey and Faye Manning and husband Bobby of
Glenda McCuiston, David and Sandy Cook and Rita Sent; his dad Lynn Grove and several nieces and nephews.
Michael: Smith (Hedgney) and cousins Daniel (Whitley), Carson,
The funeral service will be at 11 am.Tuesday,Aug.9,2016 at
Cody,Lexi,Caitlin (Josh),Jordan,Tad and Heath Garner,April Coo- Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home with Jimmy Stom and Dr.
per (Ben), Bailey Yates, Evan McCuiston, and Brittany and Katie Larry Salmon officiating. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Scott.
Gardens. Visitation will be from 5-8 p.m. Monday,Aug. 8,2016 at
Funeral services will be at 2 pin. Saturday, Aug. 6, 2016 in the
the funeral home.
chapel of the,J.H. Churchill FuneJ Home with Brett Miles officiatNieces and nephews will serve as pallbearers and honorary palling. Visitation will be from 10 an. until the service hour on Saturbearers.
day,Aug.6,2016 at the funeral ome.
Online condolences may be left at www.yorkfuneralhome.com.
Online condolences may b4 left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralBlalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home is in charge of arrangehome.com.
The J.H. Kt. , hill Furl!' erne' is in charge of arrangements.
ments.
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William.'Bill' Page
Willi
E. "Bill" Page, q9, of Murray, Kentucky, dica Monday,Aug. 1, 2016 at Spring Creek
Health Care in Murray.
He was born Aug. 14, 1936 in Trigg County,
Kentucky, to Ernest Page and Myrtle Birdsong
Page.
Before retiring, he was the owner and operator
of Bill Page Construction for 35 years. After his
retirement, he worked as a barber at the South Side
Barber Shop in Murray. He was a U.S. Army veteran and was of Christian faith. He was a member
of the Civitan Club and a volunteer for Habitat of
PAGE
Humanity. He enjoyed spending time each morning at Hardees Restaurant with his coffee drinking
friends.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in
death by one brother-in-law, Gene Rickman.
Mr. Page is survived by his wife of 53 years, Pat
Page of Murray; one daughter, Shannon Harrell and
husband Joey of Murray; one son, Doug Allison
and wife Lesa Hoke Allison of Carrollton, Georgia; one sister, Patty
Kimbro and husband Ronnie of Murray; one brother, Harice Page
and wife Liz of Alabama; two grandchildren, Seth and Reed Harrell
of Murray; two sisters-in-law, Louise Rickman of Murray and Shirley Page of Nashville,Tennessee and two nieces and three nephews.
Funeral services will be 11 am.Thursday,Aug.4,2016 at the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with John Dale and Doug Allison officiating. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove Cemetery. Visitation
will be from 5-7 p.m. Wednesday,Aug. 3,2016 at the funeral home.
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Randy Bruce Jones,60,of Murray, Kentucky, died Wednesday,
Aug. 3,2016 at his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at Imes Funeral Home & Crematory, downtown Murray.

Police: Phoenix man used
little red wagon to steal goods
PHOENIX (AP) — A Phoenix man is facing charges after
authorities say he used a little red
wagon to steal items from a home.
ICNXV-TV in Phoenix reports
that Sang Kien (KEY-ilui) was
arrested last week following the
kiddie handcart heist spotted by a
homeowner.
Court records say the 43-yearold Kien was arrested a near the
home and police located the red
Radio Flyer wagon a few blocks

away.
Police say in the wagon were
various items, including a reciprocating saw and an air compressor.
Record show that the homeowner identified Kien as the man
she saw stealing the items from
her home.
Kien was charged with burglary.
It was not known if he had an
attorney. III

American
Red Cross

Randy Lynn Walker, 58,of Murray, Kentucky died on Saturday,
July 30,2016.
He was born in Calloway County, Kentucky,on Sept. 28, 1957 to
Rubert Walker and Lame Workman Walker.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by one brother, Billy Walker.
Mr. Walker is survived by one sister-in-law, Carolyn Walker of
Murray; one niece, Debbie Walker of Murray; one nephew, Jimmy
Walker of Murray,and several cousins.
A private family graveside service will be held. No public visitation or services are scheduled.
Online condolences may be left at www.the jhchurchillfuneralhome.com.
The J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.

Leaders of South Korea, Russia
to discuss North Korean nukes
to meet with Putin to discuss
North Korea's nuclear development and other issues, the
presidential Blue House said.
Russia and South Korea are
both members of long-stalled
six-nation talks on ending the
North's nuclear program. North
Korea in 2009 walked away
from the negotiations, which
also involved the United States,
Japan and China. IN

Thu J.H. Churchill Funoral Horn.
William E.'Bill' Page,79
The funeral service will be at 11 am.Thursday,Aug.4,2016
at the funeral home. Burial will follow in South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.

Allen County farmers plead
guilty to crop insurance fraud
BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(AP) — Two south-central
Kentucky farmers have pleaded
guilty to crop insurance fraud.
The U.S. attorney's office
says 53-year-old David Manion
and 48-year-old Henry Manion
of Allen County admitted making false statements and reports
on applications for insurance.
The prosecutor's office said
in a news release the defendants
made false statements to influence insurance payments of the
Federal Crop Insurance Crop.
and Producers Agriculture In-

surance Co. The release said
David Manion also had insurance provided by Rural Community Insurance Services.
The violations occurred between August 2009 and February 2012. The men each admitted intentionally overstating
crop damage resulting in losses
of more than $1.1 million.
Terms of the plea agreement
say prosecutors will recommend
sentences at the lowest end of
the guideline range and the men
will be required to make full
restitution.•

Attorneys seek to move preacher's
trial in pawnshop slayings
DANVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Attorneys are seeking to
move the trial of a Pulaski
County preacher charged in
the slayings of three people
at a pawnshop.
The
Lexington
Herald-Leader
reports
that
Boyle Circuit Judge Darren
Peckler scheduled a hearing
on Tuesday for a change of
venue motion in the trial of
51-year-old Kenneth Allen
Keith. The hearing is scheduled for Aug. 29.
The motion argues that

Keith's trial should be moved
out of Boyle County because
the case has received so much
publicity that it would be impossible to select a jury capable of rendering a verdict
based solely on evidence.
Keith has pleaded not
guilty in the 2013 shooting
deaths of 35-year-old Michael Hockensmith, 38-yearold Angela Hockensmith and
60-year-old Daniel Smith at
a Danville pawnshop. III

Germany: Woman argues she
didn't damage 'crossword' art work
"Reading-work-piece." She
BERLIN (AP) — A law- apparently took literally the
yer for an elderly woman phrase "Insert Words" at the
who filled in spaces on an edge of the picture.
art work depicting part of
Lawyer Heinz-Harro Sala crossword at a German loch said Wednesday that the
museum says she contends woman argued she hadn't
that she was completing the damaged the piece "but only
piece, not damaging it.
completed it as the artist inOfficials at Nuremberg's tended," news agency dpa
Neues Museum filed a crim- reported.
inal complaint after the
She told police that the
90-year-old, who hasn't been picture even gained in value,
identified, last month filled in he added.
blank spaces with a ballpoint
The museum has since repen on avant-garde artist Ar- moved her additions.•
thur Koepcke's 1965 work,

Body found floating inside toolbox in Grayson Co.
LEITCHFIELD, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities say a body has been
found inside a toolbox floating in
a Grayson County creek.
Kentucky State Police Trooper Jeff Gregory tells news outlets
that someone found the body of an

adult male Tuesday in a large toolbox floating in Spring Fork Creek,
a tributary of Rough River.
An autopsy is being conducted
at the medical examiner's officer
in Louisville. No further details
have been released. III

Western Kentucky Chapter serving Calloway County

Every Donation Brings Hope
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Randy Walker

SEOUL,South Korea(AP)
— South Korea's president
will visit Russia next month
to attend an economic forpm
and discuss North KoreaPi
nuclear program with Prtsitient
Vladimir Putin, her oft16e sa&t1
Wednesday.
President Park Geuithye will
visit Vladivostok in Ftbssia's far
east to attend the foram in early
September and also use the Ain

Randy Bruce Jones
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75% off

TENT SALE

$499

Seled ClorElfakek9, Shoes * More!

Jewelry, Clothing,
Accessories& More!
306-308 Main Street
Murray,KY
270-753-3753

Hours: Mon.-Fri. Sam-Spm •Sat. lOarn-4 pm
Also VW Us In Paducah at 118 Market House Square

ScCwct& Sac!
Thursday, Friday & Saturday
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Adult& Children's Clothing,
Sock To School,
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Murray, KY 42071
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
\pm"

Read Across
\merica Book
Selection
Review

Hwy Potter
and the Cursed
Child - Parts
One & Two
(Special
Rehearsal
Edition Script):
The Official
Script Book
of the Original
West End
Production: A
New Play
by Jack Thorne
In early February, Harry
Potter fans were thrilled with the
announcements that Little, Brown
Book Group UK - the publisher
of J.K. Rowling's beloved series
"Potter and the Cursed Child,"
the eighth story in the series - and
Scholastic would publish the book
on the same date in the U.S.: July
31.
However,the book would not
be a novel as it's predecessors, but
rather a script for a forthcoming
play of the same title scheduled to
open in London on July 30. Moreover, the script, written by Jack
Thome, was based on a story that
was a collaborative writing effort
of not only Rowling but also John
Tiffany and Thorne.
Neither of these facts deterred

•

By DEBBIE BATTEIGER
dbattelger@murrayledger.
corn

For the past 25 years, Karen
Balzer has been teaching young
dancers at the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company and Centre
of Dance,a business that she
fans who,in eafounded in 1991. Now she is
ger anticipation,
ready to pass the baton - or the
either preordered
sequined hat, if you will - to
copies or added
former professional dancer and
their names to
instructor Jessica Reimer.
library reserve
"It's bittersweet (to be retiring)
lists across the
but I am excited to (begin being
country. On
a full time) wife to my husband
July 31 - Harry
of 38 years," Balzer said."He
Potter's birthday
has shared me with my career."
- the wait was
She said that she will still be
over with the
teaching dance as an adjunct
official release
professor at Murray State Uniof"Harry Potter
versity.
and the Cursed
"I can't stop cold turkey," she
Child - Parts One
said.
& Two(SpeBalzer said that she got a taste
cial Rehearsal
of what retirement will be like
Edition Script):
last summer when she took
The Official
some time for herself.
Script Book of
"(My husband and I) did some
the Original West
traveling and he said 'you could
End Production:
actually cut back on work,'"
A New Play."
she said."I think it was his way
Set 19 years
of saying he likes being around
after the Battle of
me."
Hogwarts, Harry
She said that when she decided
Potter is now 37
to retire from JPDC,it was a
"Harry Potter and the Cursed
and husband to Ginny Weasley
decision she didn't take lightly.
Child" is well-written with
Potter and the father of James, Lily
"It was a tough decision for me;
constructed scenes that
creatively
and Albus. He is employed by the
I felt like the last year's 25th
revisit events from Rowling's
Ministry of Magic, which is now
was so fabulous. It was
finisher
woven
Also
into
original novels.
under the direction of Minister of
amazing to build something like
story are a couple of fascinatthe
Magic Hermione Granger-Weasley,
this," she said.
ing new twists with Voldemort and
wife of Ron Weasley.
In the past 25 years, Balzer said
Although arguably not the
Draco.
While happy with his family and
novel Harry Potter fans wished for, some of the dance studio's acthe life he and Ginny have made,
complishments include receivis a satisfying read that offers
it
Harry struggles with the past that
ing two Kentucky Arts Council
readers one more glimpse at their
will not stay where it belongs.
grants in 1992; receiving an
beloved Harry.
Harry's youngest son. Albus, also
invitation to perform at the
Potter and
"Harry
offers
CCPL
struggles, but with the weight of
Kentucky Center for the Arts
the Cursed Child - Parts One &
the legacy of his famous father.
10th Anniversary Celebration in
Edition
Rehearsal
(Special
Two
Filled with teenage angst and re1993; earning the Community
Script): The Official Script Book
sentment at the expectations placed
Award from the MayService
ProducEnd
West
Original
of the
upon him as the son of Harry
field/Graves County Chamber
by Jack Thome
Play,"
New
A
tion:
Potter, Albus is continually at odds
of Commerce and a Certificate
in both print and electronic forwith his father. When Albus and
there are hold lists of Special Congressional RecCurrently,
mats.
his best friend, Scorpius Malfoy
ognition by former Congressfor both formats. Patrons wishing
attempt to help right a wrong from
man Ed Whitfield in 1999; to
to place a hold on a copy may call
the past, the two find themselves
a few.
name
(270)753-2288 or go online to
battling dark forces that could
In addition to dance classes,
access their CCPL account.
destroy their world.
Balzer said JPDC partners with
regional schools in Calloway County,Graves County;
Marshall County and Murray.
The dance troupe has also
performed in New York City,
Alabama and Chicago and the
school works with special needs
through dance.
She said she wanted someone
to step into her shoes as artistic
director and continue the work
the JPDC started.
"I didn't want to watch it fizzle
out. We started searching last
August; and then again in
January. We couldn't find the
right fit," she said."In June, we
went a different route. When I
saw (Reimer's) application and
resume, all the pieces seemed
to fit."
Reimer, having traveled as
a professional dancer and
DEBBIE BATTEIGER/Ledger & Times spending some time in England
Murray Art Guild Executive Director Debi Henry Danielson
with her husband, said she went
places children's art work in the MAG's gallery a few months back to Oklahoma "to look for a
ago. The MAG was one of two Calloway County recipients
stimulating opportunity" in her
of a grant from the state. The other recipient was the Playhome state.
house in the Park.
"I remembered seeing the post
on Indeed.com after returning
from my trip to England,June

Kentucky Arts Council awards funding to the arts programs
Sptechil to the Ledger
FRANKFORT,Ky. - The Kentucky Arts Council has awarded
almost $1.3 million in operating
support to 93 arts organizations
across the Commonwealth for
the 2017 fiscal year through
its Kentucky Arts Partnership
Program •
The KAP program provides
nonprofit arts organizations
with unrestricted operating
support to ensure that yearround participation in the arts
is available to the people of
Kentucky.
"Kentucky's nonprofit arts
organizations are essential to
the well-being and character of
their respective communities,"
said Lori Meadows,Kentucky
Arts Council executive director.
"They relate to many aspects
of community life, including
education, history,. local culture
and tourism. They also provide
access to arts activities through
classes,exhibits, performances
and many other opportunities
for residents and visitors to
participate in the arts."
In Calloway County,the
Murray Art Guild was awarded
$2,417 in grant money and the
Playhouse in the Park,$4,083.
The Mayfield/Graves County
Art Guild in Graves County
was awarded $1272; the Marshall County Arts Commission.
$$1,851. and in McCracken
County the Maiden Alley Cinema received $5,740; the Market
House Theatre,$$13,604; the
Paducah Symphony Orchestra,
$17,076; the Carson Center.
$$50,431; and the Yeiser Art
Center,$3,777.
The competitive grants are
awarded annually. A list of
organizations that will receive
funding for the 2017 fiscal year
can be found at http://artaccsmcil.ky.gov.•

'Timing is everything'for
guard change at regional JPDC

Photo provided by Karen Balzer
Karen Balzer, founder of the Jackson Purchase Dance Company in Murray, is shown in the foreground during a dance
class a few years ago. She will be retiring about 25 years.
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Photos provided by Jessica
Reimer
Jessica Reimer, professional
dancer and instructor, seen
above and at the right, will
be the new artistic director
at the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company.

15. The process has been very
quick; which I was grateful for,
eager to get back to work after
a lengthy vacation," she said.
"This is a dream job. I had applied for several other positions
and was about to accept another
offer before this opportunity
presented itself. Timing really is
everything."
Reimer said that after an initial
Skype interview, she was asked
to come visit Murray.
After spending the weekend
in Murray, she said she was
impressed.
"My first impression was(Murray is) absolutely fantastic. I
was blown away," she said.
She said she is looking forward
to moving to Murray; she will
be at the studio, located on the
second floor of the Old Fine
Arts building at MSU in room
2010,beginning on Monday,
Aug. 8.
Aug.8 is the first day for class
registration.
Having been a dance instructor

as well as a professional dancer,
Reimer said she wants to teach
her students to unleash "their
untapped potential."
"I'm an ambitious artist and
I've performed in a wide variety
of mediums. For me,dance has
been a great outlet. I think it's
important to broaden (students')
horizons," she said. It's good to
let kids create."
Reiner said students can expect
great things from JPDC.
"We're going to keep a lot of
the tradition Karen (established)
and add some brand new," she
said.
She said JPDC will have classes
in ballet, modern and jazz
dance; she hopes to add tap and
hip hop by next spring.
Registration for classes are
scheduled for Monday,Aug.8
from 4-6 p.m. and Tues., Aug.9
from 10 a.m.-noon.
Classes will begin the week of
Aug. 15.
For more information about
JPDC,visit jpdanceco.com.
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Associated Press photo
Democratic Vice Presidential candidate,
Sen. Tim Kaine, 0-Va. speaks during a rally
at the J Douglas Galyon Depot Wednesday
in in Greensboro, North Carolina.

Associated Press photo
Democratic presidential candidate Hillary
Clinton holds up an American made Knotty Tie
as she speaks after taking a tour of Knotty Tie
Company Wednesday in Denver.

Clinton stops at Denver tie company
Hillary Clinton was at a Denver tie company Wednesday where she was attacking her Republican
rival.
Clinton visited Knotty Ties in Denver on Wednesday. A staff of largely refugee workers makes ties
there. Clinton contrasted that with Trump, whose name brand ties are made in China.
"I wish Donald Trump could meet with all of you and see what you are making here," Clinton told the
workers."I really would like him to explain why he paid Chinese workers to make Trump ties... instead
of deciding to make those ties right here in Colorado."
Clinton's new website
Hillary Clinton has launched a new website to hit Donald Trump for making products outside the
country.
During an event in Commerce City, Colorado Wednesday, Clinton said the site provides information
on places in the United States that are making ties, suits,furniture and barware. Clinton and her supporters have been attacking Trump for producing such items in other countries.
Clinton showed off a scarf she bought from a Denver company that was made in Colorado,saying "I
hope more people will start making things in America again."
Kaine on NC voter laws
Democratic vice presidential nominee Tim Kaine says North Carolina offers even more attractive
voting opportunities after the lower courts threw out a restrictive voter ID law.
Lower courts found that the law was designed to suppress participation from poor, minority and
young voters — many of whom tend to vote Democratic.
Kaine said Wednesday in Greensboro, North Carolina, the court ruling last week means that an additional 100,Oir voters could 4.tapt ballots this fall.
The 4th Qrcuit Court qtArOpeals ruled that the wide ranging law was in violation of the Constitution
and U.S. Voting Rights Ad.

Elliot Tiber, helped enable
staging of Woodstock, dead at 81
By HILLEL ITALIE
Associated Press

oir "Taking Woodstock," Tiber
had been leading a double life,
managing his parents' motel in
NEW YORK (AP) — El- Bethel and heading the town's
liot Tiber, an artist, screen- chamber of commerce, while
play writer and designer best spending his free time in the
known as the businessman gay community in Manhattan.
In the summer of 1969,
who helped enable the staging
of the landmark 1969 Wood- Woodstock concert organizers
stock music festival, has died. had been seeking a location
after efforts in Woodstock and
He was 81.
Tiber died Wednesday in a nearby Wallkill failed, with lohospice in Boca Raton, Flori- cal residents fearing the prosda, after suffering a stroke, ac- pect of thOusands of hippies in
cording to his art agent, Elisa their small communities.
Tiber secured a permit for
Ball.
A New York City native Bethel and allowed his motel
and Hunter College gradu- to be used as festival headate born Elliot Teichberg, his quarters, a scene that quickly
Woodstock experience coin- turned chaotic once hundreds
cided with his coming of age of thousands turned up for the
as a gay man.The festival took three-day show, held on the
place just after Tiber had been farm of Max Yasgur. Tiber has
present at the Stonewall upris- said he introduced Woodstock
officials to Yasgur, whose
ing in Greenwich Village!
As he recalled in his mem- farm soon became immortal-

ized in counterculture history,
but organizer Michael Lang
and others have disputed his
account.
Tiber's memoir became a
2009 film directed by Ang Lee
and starring Demetri Martin
as Tiber and Eugene Levy as
Yasgur. His other books included the memoirs "Palm
Trees on the Hudson," in
which he wrote of his years
as an interior designer before
Woodstock, and "After Woodstock," which tells of his relationship with Belgian filmmaker Andre Ernotte.
Tiber, who moved away
from Woodstock soon after
the concert, collaborated with
Ernotte on the screenplay for
"Rue Haute," a 1976 release
that was Belgium's entry for
the Academy Awards best foreign language film.•
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Associated Press photo
Associated Press photo
Republican presidential candidate Donald Republican vice presidential candidate
Trump speaks during a campaign rally at Indiana Gov. Mike Pence speaks at a
Jacksonville Veterans Memorial Arena, campaign rally Wednesday in Denver.
Wednesday, Jacksonville, Florida.
Trump meets with Gold Star military families
Donald Trump is saluting some Gold Star military families attending a Florida rally days after he
fought with the family of a slain U.S. soldier.
Trump,speaking Wednesday in Jacksonville, said he met with some Gold Star families — those who
have lost relatives in combat — before a rally in Jacksonville. He then led the crowd in cheering for
them.
The Republican presidential nominee says one of the families presented him with a campaign donation and told him it "was more than they could afford."
The families were not identified. Trump also showed off the Purple Heart he was given by a veteran
in Virginia the day before.
The nods to the veterans community comes after Trump's feud with Ithizr and Ghazala Khan, whose
son was killed in Iraq in 2004. The flap has earned Trump denouncements from Republicans and Democrats alike.
Pence urging Colorado's neighbors to vote Trump
Mike Pence, is urging supporters in battleground Colorado to convince their neighbors to vote for
Donald Trump. But the Indiana governor and Trump's running mate declined to echo Trump's claim that
the election could be "rigged."
A man in the audience at a rally in Denver on Wednesday said Hillary Clinton had stolen delegates',
from Bernie Sanders and asked Pence what the campaign was going to do to prevent her from stealing'
the election. Pence didn't comment on the claim and said the campaign was working closely with state'
elections officials across the country to "ensure ballot integrity."
He urged Trump supporters to volunteer to help at the polls to make sure the election is conducted "
fairly.
Trump declares support for Rubio
Donald Trump is declaring his support for Marco Rubio's Florida senate run.
Trump declared his support for Rubio-at a rally in Daytona Beach, Florida, Wednesday.
"I endorsed Marco Rubio. He endorsed me. He's doing well," said Trump.

Kittens to compete in their own Games
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — These
lympians are fleet of foot,
hockingly flexible and fearless
n the high bar.
It helps that they're all teeny
my cats.
As the opening ceremony in
io nears, about 90 furry pawhletes over at the Hallmark Chanel are ready for some action of
heir own in the very first Kitten
ununer Games, to coincide with
he start of the real Olympics on
riday.
They have a "plaza,- a highly
cratchable gymnastics stadium
d a track-and-field venue outtted with enough feathers and
oys on sticks to keep the action
oving.
And best of all, these corntitors were all shelter kittens
rovided by North Shore Animal
ague America before the event
elped find them human families
f their very own.The TV special,
o air Friday at 8 p.m. EDT. was
hot in April.
Hallmark decided to hold its
wn "Olympics" on the haunchs of its popular Kitten Bowls,
taged each year at Super Bowl
ime. Once again, the fairy godother on the sidelines is Beth
tern, crazy cat lady extraordiaire and North Shore goodwill
bassador.
Olympics fixture Mary Carilo lent a hand as co-host, despite
cat allergy, along with a pet
rossover, David Frei, the longime voice of the Westminster dog
how who retired after this year's
elecast.
Frei's heart is with his two
ups back home,but he does have
soft spot for the felines. So does
'lb, who also has two dogs,
'ncluding a rescue named Petey.
So how does "calling" kitten
ports that include hurdles and
my gymnastics rings differ from
e human variety?
"Unlike a lot of other profes-

Associated Pres
In this Oct. 21 file photo, a kitten plays with a toy footbal
during a taping of Kitten Bowl ill in New York. To coincid
with the start of the Summer Olympic games on Friday abo
90 kittens over at the Hallmark Channel will be holding thei
own in the Kitten Summer Games.
sional athletes, they kind of take
their sweet time," Carillo smiled
on set. "All of a sudden in the
middle of a big event there's a cat
nap. They don't know the rules.
They don't care. They kind ofjust
freestyle it at an awful lot of these
events."
All over the place, these kittens were,but their cuteness made
each of them winners in every
event as they chased laser lights
around an oval running track and
cozied up to a huge camera on a
crane that caught their feline feats.
Stern, the wife of shock jock
Howard Stem, fills her Instagram
account with the couple's many

SBG

foster kittens and special n
rescues, along with their six per
manent cats.
"Those are the underdogs,'
she said of homeless animals wi
issues. "Those are the ones tha
sadly wind up in shelters for wa
too long."
Stem is a master network
when it comes to securing home
for cats who have none. She
Howard have taken in more th
200 foster cats over the last cou,
pie of years.
"We always have a house fu
of fosters," she said on the Hall,
mark set."But we are dog people
too. We both love all animals." II
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SPORTS
MLTRRAY STATE ROUNDUP

RIO OLYMPICS

---Iumphries Named To STATS POY Watch List

Fears
about the
Rio games?

. MSU Sports Information
eet
l
,Murray State senior quarterk KD Humphries has idened as one the 22 best offenplayers in the nation, as he
placed on the initial 2016
ATS Offensive Player of the
Watch List by the media
on Wednesday.
'Humphries, who despite beadded to last year's list late
the season, finished seventh
the voting for the 2015 award.
redshin senior led the naOran in passing yards last season
*th 3,778, setting a new school
'

record in the process.
He also led the nation in completions per game for the second
consecutive season at 30.0, as
well as passing yards per game
at 343.5.
In addition, Humpluies also
greatly improved his decision
making in 2015, throwing just
seven interceptions in 532 attempts, compared to 12 interc.eptions in 473 attempts in
2014.
The Montgomery, Alabama
native was one of two OVC
players named to the list, along
with Jacksonville State quarter-

back Eli Jenkins.
Jenkins finished sixth in last
year's voting. He is also one of
six of the top seven vote getters
from last year's award to be
named to the first watch list of
2016, including the 2015 winner Eastern Washington wide
receiver Cooper Kupp.
This is the latest accolade in
what has already been a busy
week for Humphries.
On Monday, STATS named
him as a third-team Preseason
All-American selection and yesterday he was named preseason
second-team All-OVC by Col-

lege Sports Madness.
His 3,778 yards lasts season
propelled Murray State to second in the FCS statistical rankings in passing offense and 12th
in overall offense.

MSU Cheer tryouts set
for August 5-6
Murray State Athletics has
announced cheerleaciing tryouts
for the 2016-17 school year.
Tryouts are open to current
male and female Murray State
University students and those
incoming or transfer MSU students that have applied for ad-

mission and been accepted for
the 2016-17 academic year.
The co-ed tryout will be condutted on Saturday, August 6,
2016 at Racer Arena from 3-6
p.m.
Prior to the tryout, each participant is required to attend the
cheer clinic.
The clinic is scheduled for
Friday, August 5th and continues through Saturday, August
6th.
All applicants must register
online prior to Friday by paying
a $25 registration fee. There will
be a $5 spectator fee.•

2016 PREP GOLF PREVIEW: CALLOWAY COUNTY

Hicks,Contri ready to take
baton at Calloway County

Lakers, Lady Lakers enter 2016 one year wiser, one year better
By BRYCE RUDD

Sports Reporter
In his inaugural season as
had skipper of the Calloway
County Lakers and Lady Lakers
TJ Hargrove was asked
what is the most challenging part
of being the head coach.
.1 His response on a whim was
laughable,
honbut
est. "Paper
work."
a
Even
• 4
year later,
Hargrove,
like
his
team, is still
young and
still growing.
Ti Hargrcwe
For the
Lakers and Lady Lakers, it's all
ttie reason to be more optimistic.
a'Not much has changed since
tten, but everything has changed
al Lady Laker land over the last
lavo seasons since being forced
tr, surrender their four-straight
legion 1 Championship title run
from 2011-2014 and a KHSAA
"tate Runner-up finish in 2013.
4.was an accolade that had bee commonplace, then all
a sudden it was down to two
lfers. Now, it's down to just
, but the Lady Lakers aren't
only ones seeing sudden
ges.
"Last year, it was different.
was just Claire and Earlena
I've been talking with peoabout that," Hargrove said.
s crazy because as early as
•e years ago, you had over 120
Is compete in the Region 1
urnament and then last year
en we hosted it, we barely
43 girls total. Five years ago

BRYCE RUDD / Ledger & Times file photo
Calloway County's Tanner Hicks attempts a putt during a quadrangular match against Murray High, Graves County and Livingston Central on Aug. 11, 2015 at Oaks Country Club. Hicks will be vying for a trip to the KHSAA State Tournament in 2016.
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MLB: ST. LOUIS 5,CINCINNATI 4
1Cardinals avoid Mb vu, beat Reds on the road 5-4

L The Associated Press
6) in the first inning, with Moss
and Greg Garcia each driving in
,
No blown leads this time. a pair of runs. Stephen Piscotty
The Cardinals' bullpen made added a solo homer, the Cardioie big inning stand up.
nals' fifth in two games.
Brandon Moss drove in a
Moss and Jhonny Peralta repair of runs during St. Louis' turned from the disabled list at
four-run first inning, extending the start of the series and have
his season-long streak against contributed as the teams split
the Reds,and the Cardinals held the first two games. Moss is 5
on for a 5-4 victory over Cincin- for 9 with three doubles and a
nati on Wednesday night to even homer.
their series.
For the season, he's 12 of
:St. Louis had lost back-to- 28 (.429) against the Reds with
back games on walk-off hits, in- thate doubles and five homers.
cluding a 7-5 loss to the Reds on
"He's taking some great
Mike
manager
Tuesday night that ended with swings,"
a three-run homer off Seung Matheny said. "In the first inHivan Oh. The Cardinals' fill-in ning, that was a great at-bat he
iw!i r was the one celebrating put together."
c
Michael Wacha (7-7) gave
time after getting his eighth
e in 10 chances.
up a pair of runs in five innings
.Some games you need to re- as he won his fifth straight demember,and also there are some cision, and the bullpen took it
games you need to forget," Oh from there.
"We've got some pretty good
said, through the team's translator. "I want to remember that options to throw out there," said
left-hander Zach Duke,obtained
(kiss) and move forward."
St. Louis sent nine batters to in a trade with the White Sox on
chi plate against Cody Reed (0- Sunday.

The NL Central rivals conclude the series on Thursday.
The Cardinals have won 18 of
their past 22 series, including
eight of 11 at Great American
Ball Park.
St. Louis had chances to
pull out to an even bigger lead
against Reed, but had a pair of
runners thrown out at the plate
as they tried to score from third
base on grounders. Another was
caught in a rundown between
third and home.
"It seems like I'm giving
the same interview," said Reed.
who allowed eight hits and it
walk in five innings. "I'm not
really performing. It's a battle
for me right now."
Joey Votto extended his career-high hitting streak to 17
games with an RBI single in
the first inning. It's the longest
streak by a Reds player since
Brandon Phillips hit in 22 in a
row in 2007. Votto is 29 for 58
(.500) during the streak.
See CARDS, Page
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The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO — For
months, fears about the Rio de
Janeiro Olympics have been hogging the spodight.
There we concerns about safety amid a surge of murders in Rio
and extremist attacks in Europe
and the United States. Polluted
beaches and other waterways
could make athletes and visitors
al, and the Zika virus has scared
some competitors away.
If all that wasn't enough,
the state of Rio is so broke that
months ago it stopped paying
thousands of public employees;
Angry police have periodically
been greeting tourists in the international airport with signs that
say,"Welcome to hell!"
If history is a guide, however,
a focus on the problems is all part
of the script in the run up to the
games. Once the competitions
start, most if not all of the problems fade into the background
— at least for the athletes,tourists
and millions watching around the
world.
Such negative coverage has a
"very simple explanation," says
Michael Heine, director of the
Center for Olympic Studies at
Western University.
Coverage ahead of the 2012
Olympics in London included
stories about terrorism fears and
concerns about civil liberties in
light of increased military and police presence.
The run up to 2008 Games in
Beijing put a spotlight on authoritarianism and extreme air pollution in China. In Athens 2004,
there were myriad questions
about whether the venues would
be ready in time.
Many Brazilians feel frustrated that the expectations are overwhelmingly negative, especially
when the country has pulled off
big events like the 2014 World
Cup.
They argue that such accounts
don't take into account Brazilian
"jeito," or way of doing things,
which includes an easy-going
nature and a penchant for successfully pulling things off at the
last moment. And the doomsday
scenarios all but ignore samba
dancing and capoeira martial arts,
beautiful coastlines contrasted by
mountains covered with lush jungle,stunning sunrises and sunsets,
caipirinha cocktails and culinary
options that range from meat-eaters' delights to exotic fish plucked
from the Amazon River.
"No one throws parties like
Brazil," said Denis Eduardo, a
34-year-old travel agent from
Sao Paulo traveling to Rio for the
games. "People might be bashing Brazil now, as if all previous
Olympics had been perfect, but
it won't be long until they are all
enjoying it here."
Brazil's problems, however, go beyond what other recent
countries hosting the Olympics
have faced. Latin America's
largest economy and most populous nation is suffering its worst.
recessipn in de-fades. A political
crisis has paralyzed the country
and brought out deep polarization
— which could very well translate into large protests during the
competitions.
The opening ceremony will
highlight the cloud hanging over
the country: Interim President Michel Temer will ring in the games
while impeached President Dilma
Rousseff, suspended for alleged
fiscal irregularities in her managing of the budget,stays home.
Even in normal times, Brazil's
infrastructure is poor. Building
collapses are frequent, clogged
and pot-holed plagued streets turn
traffic into parking lots and electricitl, and running water are not
always a given,even in rich areas.
Soldiers wearing bullet proof
vests and carrying automatic
weapons have been blanketing
the airports, malls and tourist areas in recent weeks. Authorities
say 85,000 soldiers and police
will be on hand during the games,
roughly twice the number on
hand in London.
understand
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SPORTS ON TV
leders Gams
CR
6 pm
ESPN2-British Columbia it Montreal
Spa.
ESPN2-Saelatcheweri It cowry
CYCLING
2 p.m
FS2- Tour of Utah, Stags 4, Lehi to Kearns,
Utah
GOLF
8:30 am
GOLF - European PGA Tout Paul Lewis
Match Play, round of 64, at North Barwick, Scatto YR.
GOLF - Europeen PGA Tour, Paul Lawrie
Match Play, round of 84, at North Berwick, Scot!and
2 ase.
FS1 -USGa.u.S. Woman's Amateur, round of
328 round of 16,at Springfield, Pa.
GOLF - PGA Tom lierrebri plivninonstliP,
first round, at Cromwell,Com.
NORSE RACING
4 pm
FS2-Saratoga Live,at Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
11 asa
MLB - Kansas City at Tamps Bay or lameson at Cleveland
1110am.
FSMW- St Louts et Cincinnati
2 p.m.
liaLB - San Francisco at Philadelptia or
Chicago White Sox at Detroit (genies pined in
Progress)
6 pm.
MB - N.Y Mete at N.Y Yankees or Texas at
Baltimore
RIO SUMMER OLYMPICS
11:30 am.
NBCSN - Men's Soccer Iraq vs. Denmark
Brazil vs. Russia, Portugel vs. Argentina, Fili vs.
South Korea, Nigeria re.-Wen
1 pm
USA - Men's Soccer Honduras vs. Ngerta.
Mexico vs. Germany, Sweden vs. Colombia

PRO BASEBALL
MLB
ANIEVCAN LEMAIE
East Division
W
L
Pct GB
Baltimore
60
45 .571 Toronto
60
47 .561
1
Boston
58
47 .552
2
New York
53
53 .500 7%
Tampa Bay
42
63
400
18
Control Division
W
L
Pet GB
Di:Ireland
80
44 .577 Detroit
58
48 .547
3
Kansas City
51
55 .481
10
Cheeps
51
55 .481
10
Minnesota
42
64 .396
19
Mid DIvition
Ni
L
Pct GO
Texas
62
45 .579 Houston
56
50 .szs 5/
1
2
Seattle
53
52 .505
8
Los Angeles
48
58 .453 13/
1
2
47
59 .443 14/
Daidand
1
2
Tuesday's Results
Baltimore 5, Texas 1
Detroit 11, Chicago Whits Sox 5
Minnesota 10,Penland 6
Kansas City 3, Tampa Bay 2
N.Y. Meta 7, N.Y. Yinkties 1
Toronto 2, Houston 1
LA. Angels 5, Ositiand 4
Seattle 5, Boston 4
Wednasday's Games
N.Y. Meta (Matz 8-7) at N.Y. Yankees (Green
1-2), 6:05 p.m.
Texas (Kamen 12-2) at Baltimore (Gausman
2-8), 0:05 p.m.
Chicago White Sax (Sale 14-4) at Detroit (Fulmer 9-2), 6:10 p.m.
Kansas City (Voiquez 8-9) at Tampa Bay (OderUzi 5-5), 6:10 p.m.
Minnesota (Duffey 5-8) at Cieveland (Bauer
7-4), 6:10 p.m.
Toronto (Estrada 6-4) at Houston (McHugh
7-7), 7:10 p.m.
Oadand (Gravernan 7-7) at Lk Angels (Weaver
9:05 p.m.
Boston(Pon:Molt-2)It Seattle(!wakuma 117), 910 p.m.
Randers Genres
Karam City at Tamps Bay, 11:10 am.
lemmata at Cleveland, 11:10 am.
Chicago White Sox at Detroit, 12:10 p.m.
N.Y Mob at N.Y. Yankees,6135 p.m.
°Wand It LA Angels,6:05 p.m.
Texas at Baltimore,6:05 OA.
Toronto at Houston, 7:10 p.m.
Boston at Seattle, 9:10 p.m.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
Pct GB
Ni
L
63
44 .589 Washington
Miami
6
57
50 .533
New York
.519 7%
51
55
1
2
59 .454 14/
Philadelphia
49
Atlanta
37
69 .349 25%
Central Division
Pet GB
W
L
41
Chicago
.613 65
9
St Louis
56
50 .528
11
Pittsburgh
.510
51
53
17
57 .452
47
Milwaukee
4102½.
62
Cincinnati
43
West Division
Pet se
L
W
45 .575
San Francisco
61
2
47 .557
LosAnoelea
59
8
53 .500
Colorado
53
.430 15%
61
San Diego
46
43
64 .402 18%
Artzone
Tuesday's Results
Philadelphia 13, San Frendsco 8
Clocinnst 7, St Louis 5
N.Y. Mete 7, N.Y. lardmes 1
Pittsburgh 5, Atlanta 3
Oftego Cubs 3, Mira 2
Colorado 7,LA Dodgers 3
Weadriglon 16, Adam 4
Waukee 3,Sen Diego 2
Wediessdays Gams
Milani (Koehler 8-8) It Chicago Cubs lackey
8- ,1:4=m
(Guar,7-2) at SIM Diego tJacicson
zs0
Weibingion (Scherzer 11-6) at Arizona (Godley
3-1), 240 p.m
N.Y. Mots (Matz 8-7) at 111.Y. Yankees (Green
1 -2:1, tee pip,
Sin Francisco (Web 13-3) at Paledelpas
(Nola 645 KB p.m
Pittsburgh dada 8-6) at Manta(Masa 0-0),
8.10 p.m
St. Louie Macho 6-71 at Cincinnoll (Reed 0-5),
6:10 am,
LA Dodgers(Simon 0-1) at Colorado(Ander-
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The Cardinals' Yadier Molina went0 for 2, walked and was
hit by a pitch, ending his 16game hitting streak.
Piscotty's 15th homer made
it 5-2 in the fifth. He was involved in helping the Reds
the deficit in the sixth.

N.Y. Nees it N.Y. Yankees,615 gun.
P1NM
D
=
Mentz,810 p.m.
LA.
at Colorado 7.40 pm.

FALB LEADERS
1=rrAi=
BAT-ma-saw"
Num% At
Boston,.323

Ember,Meiralme
.S4 Orlz,Om.314awen.
an,.316; kart Mama) ;
.301 Undor, Clemiand,.306; Bags,Oasitm
alit
Z
Cabree
mpi
=
itimlMerle,hed Illiemak.301
Tonal" 11/`; Waft Dirfibt.
INK Geoloa, OW lout.
Wk
Ilegoode. Dmis.7W MINK ll000loa, 71k Desmond,INK 75:
Mailia,74; leechdo, Williado,ri; Peatie,Ws%71.
Rili-Emernacion, breath IQ Orti, Boman,
87. Pi*,Andeit. 81; Nip* Clevelenct, 76;
Itsasata.sibin, 75, Doneideon, Toronto, 74;
Bab,
71:14 Cabrera, Detroit ft; Dena,
4.
. Swat SW Cow Seattio ea
/30
.
116:
Fru*
OW Cam Mielori,88.
134 Bogaerts, Boston140; Bulb, Desk% 137; Cenci, Sebes, 12fk Pedrab, Boston, 125; Omaiond, Taws, 125; Undo',
Cleveland, 123; Milk% Dobai, IA Escobk
Anaheim, 122t
laillmoo,123.
DOUBLES-Mk lloolo% 314 WOK loam
3Q Mediu* Milismes,31K $ur
nsc
.„2Q
Schoop,Ildbarik
Isigods.
27;
Shaw,essisa
71114
BooloR,2114Allwe, Houston,2t
TRPLES-Ealon, Chicago, 7; Bradley Jr, Boston, 6; Andrus, Texas, 6; Gamy, New York, 5;
Miller, Tams Bay, 5; Main,Cleveland, 5; Donaideon, Toronto, 5; Betts, Boston, 5; Chbenhell.
Clemiand,4; Crap,Oadand,4; Cabrera,
4; wan:), ianneeota, 4; Add, Seal*
(=
5,
Cleveland, 4; Owns, Oakland, 4; Calhoun, Mahim,4; Castellanos, Detroit, 4.
HOME FILINS-Frazier, Chicago, 30; tunas,
Ballenore, 30; Encienscion, Toronto, 29;
Oeidand, 27; Cruz, Seattle, 26; Napoli, Clevelend,
26; Ortiz, Boston, 25; Donaldson, Toronto, 25;
Cain,Seek,24; Cabrera, Detro1 24.
STOLEN BASES-Dens,Gemisnd, 25; Mum,
Houston, 25; Upton
Torceto, 20; Desmond,
Texas, 17; Album New York, 17; Thout Anaheim, 17; Beta Boston, 17; Dyson, Kansas City,
18; Burrs,°bland, 14; Escober, Kansa' City, 14,
PITCHING-Sate, Chicago, 14-4; Parcel,
Boston, 14-2 Hipp,Toronto, 14-3, Timm,Ballmare, 14-3; Wright, Boston, 12-5; ilaneit,Tams,
12-3, Saluw,Cleveland, 11-4; Sanchez,Toronto,
11-1; hveluirna, Seattle, 11-7; Torniin, Cieveland,
11-3.
BA-Sanchez, Toronto, 2.71; Hairnet Texas,
2.83; Quintana, Chicago, 289; Duffy, Kansas City,
2.96; Estrada Toronto, 3.03, Pcrneranz, Boston,
3.09; Hopp, Toronto, 3.16; Sale, Chicago, 3.17;
Wright, Boston, 3.20; tOuber Carvelend,327.
STRIKEOUTS-Archer, Tampa Bay, 161; Price,
Boston, 156; Verb:Wet Dien*, 155; Mubsr,
Cleveland, 145; Pined., New York, 143; Salaam
Cleveland, 133; Sale, Chicago, 133; kernels, Texas, 133, Pomeranz, Boston, 130; Duffy, Kansas
Otty, 126.
SAVES-Britton, Baltimore, 33, Rodriguez, Detroit 29: Cishek, Seattle, 25; Goiania Tames UK
25; Robertson, Chicago, 25; Madson, Oakland,
22; °suns, Toronto, 22; Dyson, Texas, 22 Davis,
Kansas City, 21; Allen, Cleveland, 20; ?Moist
Boston, 20,
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING-Murphy, Washington, .356; Ramos.
Washington, .331; Prado, Miami, -323; fildte. Pittsburgh, .323, Gonzalez, Colorado, .321;
LeMahieu, Colorado, .320; Braun, MIhrostritss,
.320, Voila, Miami, .316; Diaz, SL Louis, .312;
Retarnuto, Miami,.312
RUNS-Bryant, Chicago, 83, Armed°, Colorado, 72; Myers, San Diego,69; Seeger, Lee Angeles, 89: Gonzalez, Colorado, 88; Story, Colorado,
67; Yotto, Cincinnati, 66; Legahleu, Colorado,65;
Zobrist, Chicago,65; Segura, Arizona,85.
RN-A:truce, New York, BQ Armada, Cobrado, 79; Murphy, Washington, 79: Rims,
79; Gonzalez, Colorado, 73, Story, Colorado,
llc 73,
Dwell, Cincinnati, 71; Goldschmidt, Arizona, OP
Kemp, Atlanta. 69; Lana, ktzona, 68; Eirrant,

omistrim

, Washington, 136; Segura Mime, 131; Prado, Miami, 129; Gonzalez, Colorado, 128; Stager, Los Anginas, 126; Teach, Miami,
118; Marts, Pfttsburgh, 116, Lehishieu, Colorado,
117; Ozuna, Want 116; Goldschmit, Artzons,
115.
DOUBLES-Murphy, Washington, 33, RI=
Chicago, 30; Seeger, Los Angeles, 30; Yelch,
Miami, 28; Ben, San Francisco, 27; GOICIEISZ,
Colorado, 27; Markaicis, Atlanta, 26; Merida
Colorado, 26; Polanco, Pittsburgh, 25; Mails,
Pittiburgh, 25; Bryant, Chicago, 25; Freiman,
Manta,25; Piscotty, St. Lads, 25; Carpenter, SL
Louis, 25; Diaz, St Louis, 25.
TRIPLES-Lamb, Arizona, 8; Harrison, Pittsburgh, 7; Hernandez, Philadelphia, 7; Freeman,
Atlanta, 6; Crawford, San Francisco, 6; Bruce,
New York, 6; LeMshieu, Colorado, 6; Ozuna,
5; Peratta, Arizona, 5; Murphy, Washington,
5; Carpenter, St Legit 5; Belt Sal Francisco, 5;
Revers, Washington, 5; Hesharrarna, Miami, 5;
Bourios, Philadelphia, 5; Marta Pittsburgh, 5;
Panik San Francisco, 5; Segura,Actions,5.
HOME RUNS-Story,Colorado,27; Maid,Chicago, 26; Arenado, Colorado, 26, WNW, Cincinnati 26; Caner, Milwaukee, 26; Bruce, New York,
25; Rizzo, Chicago, 24; Kemp,Manta, 23; Lamb,
Arizona, 22; Stanton, Miami, 22; Ceepsdes, New
Yon,22.
5104111 BASES-Vbar, Milwaukee, 49, Marts,
Ptttsburgh, 36; Hamilton, Cincinnati, 36; Mina,
San Francisco, 28; Myers, San Diego, 29 Janloowsid, San Diego, 20; Perez, Milwaukee, 19;
Segura, Artzone, 19: Herrera, Philadelphia, 16;
Harper, Washington, 15.
PITIIIING-Strasburg,Washington, 15-1; Web,San Francisco, 13-3; Fernandez, Miami, 12-6;
Artiste, Chicago, 12-5; Kershaw, Los
11-3, Scherzer, Washington, 114; Roark=
ingion, 11-8; Lester, Chicago, 11-4; HOMO,Chlcar
it411-ILI
I
ilhe
arlivnez,St Louis, 10-6.
, Los Angeles, 1.76, Hendrick',
Chicago, 2.22 Bumgamer, San Francisco, 2.25;
deGrorn, New York,2.41; Syndergsarti, New Vora
2.48; Gusto, San Francisco, 2.63; Strasburg,
Washington, 2.63; Arleta, Chicago, 235; Teheran, Manta,281; Scherzer, Washington, 225.
STRIKEOUTS-Fernandez, Miami, 193, Scherzer, Washington, 187; Bumgarner, San Francisco,
174; Strasburg, Washington, 161; Ray, Arizona,
153, Syndergawd, New York, 15Q Kershaw, Los
Angeles, 145; Mink Chicago, 139, LACkty,
131.
elo,
ni San
:
CFu
sr
Ns, New York,37; Ramos, Miami,
Angeles,
31; iggignOin, Wash31; Jensen, Los
30; Gomez, Philadelphia, 27; Atreus,
27; Casills, Sen Francisco, 24; Chapman, Chicago, zz Papebon, Washington, 19;
Rondon, Chicago, 18.

"

PRO GOLF
P017061
llosoCa
lsi31
Paid
1, Jason FDug, 6,11
1.286. 2, ONO Johnson,
2,701.399. 3, Adam Sooll, 2,082350. 4, Jordan Sbeill, 1,9111.210. 5. Brandt Snedstar,
1,564100.6,PM MIN{Meon, 1,531.963.1, Ruses/ Knox, 1,500.150.1, Patrick Reed, 1,470.300.
9, Kevin Kilmer, 1,423.220. 10, Km* Chappell,
1,421100.
Sowing Average
1, PIN lackellon, 80.192. 2. Dustin Johnson,
692211. 3, Jason bra 89.282. 4, Julien Spiellk
89.407. 5, Man Scott, 00.526:6, lismik Signior% 89.670. 7, Brooks Kayla, 88.1185. 6, Rory
Mdiroy,00.006. 9, Chart Schwerteit 06:725. 10,

Duvall hit a fly ball
down the right field line, and
the ball deflected off Piscotty's
glove as he tried to make a sliding catch, resulting in a triple.
Phillips singled for a run,and
then was called out at second
base as the Cardinals tried to
turn a double play. Phillips was
ruled safe at second after a review. and he scored on Ivan De
Jesus Jr.'s single.
Adam
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PRO BASKETBALL
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5
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NOM Olympic Break lemon resumes Aug. 26

AUTO RACING
NASCAA
Spent Cap
Sdiediels-Veimisis
Feb. 13- x-Sixint Unlimited (Denny Hamlin)
Feb. 18- s-Can-ern Duel At Daytona 1 (Deis
Earnhardt Jr)
Fax 18- r-Cm-Am Duel At Daytona 2 (Kyle
Busch)
Feb. 21- Daytona 500(Denny Hamlin)
Fetx 20- Folds of Honor CaikTrip 500 (Jinn* Johnson)
Mardi6-Kobel 400(Brad Kessiowsid)
March 13- Good Sam 5E0(Fain fiervick)
March 39- Ado Club 400(Jimmie Johnson)
April 3-STP 500 (Kyle Busdi)
Apre g-Duck Commander 500(Kyle Busch)
April 17- Food City 500(Cal Edvmds)
Aprl 24- Toyota Owners 400(Cart Edwards)
May 1-5800 500(Brad Keseloweicf)
May 7-Go Bowling 400 (kyle Busch)
May 15 - MA 400 Drhe N. Autism (Matt
Kama)
May 21- x-Sprint Showdown (KO* tenon)
Vey 21 - s-NASCM Sprint ASlar Face
WC"Legend)
kloy
Coca-Cola 800(Marten Qum Jr)
June 6-Malta We Paint Winners' 400 (Kurt
Busch)
Arne 12- FlreKespen Casino 400 (Joey Lainane 26- Toyota/Sere Marl 350 (Tony Stowell
Jury 2-Coke Zero 400(Brad Keselowsld)
July 9-Quits: State 403(Brad Klessioweld)
Jury 17- New Hampshire 301 (Matt Kemal)
My 24 - Gonad Wounded Coalition 400
gib WW1
Aug 1- Palmation's 400 (Chris Bawdier)
Aug. 7- Chssz-lt 355 at This Glen, Watidris
Gen, NY.
Aug. 20- ilaso Pro Shops NFIA Night Rice,
Bristol, Tenn.
Aug. 28-Pure Michigan 400, Brooklyn, Mich.
Sept 4- Boiangies' Southern 500, Darlington, S.C.
Sept 10- Federated Auto Perla 400, Richmond, VL
Sept. 18- Teenage Mutant Ninga Turtles 400,
Joliet, I.
Sept. 25- New England 300, Loudon, N.H.
Oct. 2- %%SCAR Sprint Cup Dover Race, Do• Del
Oct. B-Bank of America 500, Concord, N.C.
Oct 16- Hollywood Casino 400, Kansas City,
Kart
Oct 23- Mebane 500, Talladega, AM
Oct. 30- Gcody's Fast Relief 500, Martinsville, Va.
Nov. -AAA Taxes 500, Fort Worth, Texas
Nov. 13-Can-Arn 500,Mondele, Artz
Nov. 20- Ford Eadoost 400, Homestead,
A.
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Hoodoo it ItIONIM14.1.30 Pm.
New NOW al bolo FC,630 p.m.
Vanoosiver it COM%I p.m
Chicago at Mod _Lim 9 p.m.
SmiWs Goma
Swing Kinds OW it Poland,3 p.m
Seattle it Oran& (its,6 pm.
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SPORTS HISTORY
AUGUST 4
1052- The liret Intereollimiste rowing race
NH,where HerWirmipoosulam
Ude
I hold on
wird beide be by bur lengths on the course.

TRAINER'S ROOM
Cardinals: Reliever Tyler Lyons went on the 15-day DL with
a sore right knee. Den Kiekhefer
was recalled from Triple-A.

II Calloway...
From Pawl 10A
you had only three teams that
could not field a complete team
of five and last year in the Region 1 Tournament we had four
teams that could field a team of
four.
Technically if you showed
up last year, you had a 50-50
chance of going to state. The
low numbers are nothing new."
Calloway County Lady Laker senior Claire Contri has been
there to see the entire lanckrupP.
of Region 1 girls' golf change
since

her freshman

year

in

2013.

This time around, there
won't be anyone else beside her
to watch.
Residing as the only Lady
Laker to come out for golf this
season after the graduation
of KHSAA State Tournament
member Earlena Sheets, Contri
is concentrating on having the
field all to her own after finishing in the top 20 in Region 1 as
a junior.
She doesn't have to count
on anyone else and, she never
had to.
"Whether it was her or the
other four girls out there, she is
as competitive as it gets. Thisr
is her sport as she continues nt
improve every year and to be
honest; she hits it as far as some
of our boys so it doesn't really
matter.
For the Lakers,everybody is
back from last year. After losing three seniors that went to
the State Tournament in 2014,
that news alone is refreshing.
Freshman Ty Giiilimore and
junior Garrison Capps have
inherited as much potential as
anyone and Hargrove expects
it to show on the driving range.
With Gallimore moving
up in the ranks, it's up to seniors Isaiah Butler and Connor
Steele (one of only two Lakers
retained last season from 2014)
to further polish him.
"I feel like Isaiah is going to
be more comfortable and contribute a little more after playing competitive golf over the
summer," Hargrove said.

JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times
Calloway County golfer Daniel Bowden watts to tee off at No.
5 as the Lakers participated in a scrimmage against Murray
High and Marshall County at Murray Country Club.
sophomore Clayton Bobo was
only one shot out of the top five
after coming into his first year
of competitive with the club
and could certainly crack the
rotation with Butler for the fifth
spot.
"I felt like I had my five
pretty solid last year and now I
feel like I have a strong six that
are definitely going to compete
for five spots," Hargrove added
"Even though TS? is the
youngest kid on the team, he
could slide into the two spot
just as easily as the four."
With Hicks, Steele, Capps,
Gallimore, Bobo and Butler
set in Hargrove's rotation ancip
Daniel Bowden (sophomort>
battling out for competitio$
time with Johnathan Kuykent

junior Tanner
Hicks will serve as the poster
boy once again for the Lakers

With team Region 1 title
hopes currently on the outside
looking through the window, a
top five individual bid is within
grasp for Hicks.
If the team is to surprise
at the Region 1 Tournament,
Hicks (a medalist in two of his
first four matches in 2015) understands more than anything
that golf is a game of practice.
"A lot of our teammates
practice on their own and
played tournaments out in the
summer. Our team has a big
passion for the game and that
really helps us grow as a team,"
Hicks said. "We're young but
we're passionate. I think we cin
really show that in our scores.
Our goal is to just improve and
I think that's something we can
easily accomplish.
If I can keep my head in
the game, work on putting consistency and not get ahead of
myself I think I should have a

with McCracken County as a
heavy faVinite and Mayfield

chance to show. iy at the R.s-.
gion PrOtirnamee'

under the belt, Calloway Court+
ty should be seeing more of tit,-

vying for respect as a contender.

Based on averages last year,

The Lakers preseason goto player hasn't changed a bit
since 2015, as

dall (junior), the Lakers may
still have their share of ups runt,
downs this season.

4,10
But with steady improvv
,
ment and a year of familiarisy.

ups and a little bit less of the
down. II

Phelps to
carry U.S.
Flag in Rio
The Associated Press
RIO DE JANEIRO - Michael Phelps has a lot of memorable moments at the Olympics.
Adding another honor to his
remarkable career, Phelps was
chosen to carry the U.S. flag in
Friday night's opening ceremony at Maracana Stadium.
"To lead our country into this
Olympics is something, honestly, that I never thought I'd have
the opportunity to do," Phelps
said.
Phelps will be only the second swimmer to lead the U.S.
delegation in the opening ceremony. Phelps has captured 18
golds and 22 medals overall,
far more than any other Olympic athlete, and he'll be the first
U.S. male swimmer to compete
in five Summer Games.
While Phelps did have some
concerns about the physical
toll of marching in the opening
ceremony rather than spending
a relaxing night in front of the
television, he couldn't pass up
the chance to carry the flag.
"It's a no-brainer," he said."I
have to do it. I want to do it." RI
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JEFF ARENZ / Ledger & Times

Murray High's Preston English tees off at No. 5 during a
scrimmage against Calloway County and Marshall County
last Thursday at Murray Country Club.
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Cypress Springs
Restaurant

t

'

Vveilooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake'

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Ilk Open 8 a.m.-8

p.m. Tuesday through Sunday

Closed Mondays, except Holidays
UP NEXT
Cardinals: Mike Leake (8-8)
hasn't walked a batter in his past
30 innings spanning five starts,
•
a career best for Leake.

Located Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www.moreasaprIngemitorteem

MN Owned & Operalse
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THIS WEEK

ISPEMED MULES
A couple questions
we had to ask - ourselves
New do you kW about home
and aids llowscher's whit
GOOSPEAK: This happens
every couple of years. You're
happy for the team and
driver, then it all fades away.
KEN'S CALL: Hopefully Buescher will win more races,
and win in a traditional
manner. No matter how you
slice it, this was a fluke win.

When a driver hasn't led a lap through
the first 20-plus races of the season, but
takes the lead due to pit sequences,then
is out front when fog (yes,fog) brings
out the red flag, and is declared the
winner when the radar turns orange ...
well, let's just say you don't feel fulfilled.

Five races lett mid the Chase.
Who's In pewit mode?
GODSPEAK: I think Richard
Childress would be a bit concerned. He has two drivers
trying to make it via points.
KEN'S CALL: Rick Hendrick,
obviously. One driver (Junior)
is currently out, and another
(Kahne) is teetering on the
bubble.
WIll Boris Said make some noise
at Watkins Glen this weekend?
GODSPEAK: This is great news
for The Glen's Said Heads,"
who support Boris by wearing curly black wigs.
KEN'S CALL: He's no longer a
"ringer." In his past 10 roadcourse starts since 2011, best
finish is 18th.

Aside from Buescher's good
fortune, any upside from this?

Chris Buescher enjoyed an unexpected Victory Lane ceremony at Pocono Raceway. GETTY IMAGES/BRIAN
LAWDERM ILK

When a race weekend is
plagued by bad weather, you
never know what will happen
or who will win. Race teams
tried to play the mileage
game,the weather game,
pit-stop strategies, but in the
end, Chris Buescher won his
first Cup race on dumb luck.
Position rules.

Pocono Raceway hosted
two NASCAR Sprint Cup Series
races in the past seven weeks,
and both were postponed
a day by rain. Pocono got a
little of everything Sunday
and Monday. There was rain
Sunday followed by fog and
a tornado warning Monday.
That's mountain racin'.

Front Row Motorsports generally runs in the middle of the
pack, but for the second time
since 2013 the low-budget
team has scored a Cup Series
victory. David Ragan nabbed
Front Row's first win in a wild
2013 Talladega finish, with
his teammate David Gilliland
taking second.

- Godwin Kelly, godwin.kellygnews-jrnl.corn

Questions? Contact Godwin
Kelly at godwin.kelly@neWsjrnl.com or Ken Willis at ken.
willis@news-jrnl.com

1. Kevin Harvick
2. Brad Keselowski
3. Kurt Busch
4. Kyle Busch
5. Carl Edwards
6. Joey Logan°
7. Jimmie Johnson
7. Martin Truex Jr.
9. Denny Hamlin
10. Matt Kenseth
11. Austin Dillon
12. Ryan Newman
13. Chase Elliott
14. Jamie McMurray
15. Kyle Larson
16. Kasey Kahne
17. Trevor Bayne
17. Ryan Blaney
19. Ricky Stenhouse
20. Dale Earnhardt Jr.
21. AJ Allmendinger
22. Greg Biffle
23. Paul Menard
24. Danica Patrick
25. Clint Bowyer
26. Aric Almirola
27. Tony Stewart
28. Casey Mears
29. Landon Cassill
30. David Ragan

709
687
658
634
626
612
577
577
576
569
549
537
533
517
508
488
480
480
472
461
449
414
403
392
374
365
353
330
316
287

Could we see another
surprise winner this weekend
at Watkins Glen International?
AJ Allmendinger is at the
top of that potential list, but
NASCAR's second road-course
race could also bring about
another first-time winner, or
provide Tony Stewart with
another bright moment for
his goodbye tour. Stewart
made the Chase by winning
the wine-and-cheese derby at
Sonoma Raceway in June.

AJ Allmendinger enjoyed his one and only career Cup Series victory
at The Glen in 2014. That win got him into that season's Chase. GErry
IMAGES/TOM PENN INGTON
standings. Five races to crack
the top 30 for Buescher.

Chris Buescher scored an
unlikely victory at Pocono.
"Win and you're in," right?
Not so fast. Buescher must be
at least 30th in Cup points to
make the Chase field, and he's
still listed at 31st, even after
his win. He's six points behind
David Ragan, who's 30th in the

WINNER AJ
Allmendinger
REST OF TOP 5: Joey
Logan°, Kyle Busch,
Tony Stewart, Clint
Bowyer
FAST ONE OUT: Danica
Patrick

Let's assume Buescher will
find his way into the 16-driver
Chase field, which leaves only
four positions open to catch a
playoff bid. It looks like Austin
Dillon and Ryan Newman

will get in on points, so the
last two spots will turn into a
dogfight among Chase Elliott,
Jamie McMurray, Kyle Larson,
Kasey Kahne and Trevor
Bayne, who continues to
silently slide up the standings.
Stay tuned.

If nothing else, it reinforces the fact
that auto racing is unlike any other
sporting endeavor. For better and worse.
If, for instance, a golf tournament or
baseball game ends short of the prescribed distance, everyone had an equal
opportunity to perform. Only in racing
must you combine the factors of Mother
Nature with fuel mileage and tire wear.

He was obviously a quality Xfinity
Series racer and will have the chance
to win more races in conventional style.
Until then, he's the 61st racer with one
career Cup Series victory, along with
guys like Trevor Bayne, Lennie Pond,
Sam McQuagg, Brett Bodine and Dick
Passwater.
Ken Willis has been
covering NASCAR for
The Daytona Beach
News-Journal for 27
years. Reach him at ken.
willis®news-jrnl.com

JOEY LOGAN° VS. CHASE ELLIOTT: The
rookie Elliott was pressing Logano over
Pocono's notorious "tunnel turn" when
the two made contact and both crashed
heavily.
GODWIN KELLY'S TAKE.: Elliott was trying
to make it happen, but fell short of the
mark. Lucky for him, they were racing on
Monday and everybody just wanted to
get out of the Poconos.

- Godwin Kelly, godurin.
kellygnews jrnl.corn

Godwin Kelly is the Daytona
Beach News-Journal's
motorsports editor and
has covered NASCAR for 30
years. Reach him at godwin.
kelly®news-jrnl.com

DARK HORSE: Michael
McDowell
DON'T BE SURPRISED IF:
Allmendinger runs away
and hides at The Glen.
He's even been strong
the past several weeks
on ovals.

SPRINT CUP: Cheez-It 355 at The Glen
SITE: Watkins Glen International (2.45mile road course)
TV SCHEDULE: Friday, practice(NBC
Sports Network, 12:30 p.m. and 3 p.m.).
Saturday, qualifying (CNBC, 12:15 p.m.).
Sunday, race (USA,2:30 p.m.)
XEINITY: Zippo 200
SITE: Watkins Glen International
TV SCHEDULE.: Friday, practice(NBCSN,
10 a.m.), qualifying (NBCSN,4:45 p.m.).
Saturday, race (CNBC,2 p.m.)

KEN WILLIS' TOP 10 NASCAR DRIVER RANKINGS
MATT KENSIETH
A111.1 M.itt
pet tiff I fit Iit
iip..1.111` NV

KURT BUSCH
o 1,11 I'..11
fdfli

Keith Fab,Owner
270.753.1111.808 Coldwater Rd.
mei Hours: Mon.-Fri 8m-4pm
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Call Nicki Today!
TO ADVERTISE HERE
270-753-1916

ADVERTISE
WITH
us

CLASSIFIEDS
010

UPI

BUSINESS &
SERVICE DIRECTORY

Matt Peac
Murray Ledger & nines
Classified Manager
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$10-00 Column Inch.40% Discount 2nd Run,
Mil 3 Ads
4easi
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1eny Period.)
$3-35 per caimans inch extra for Monday
(fileappeog Guide)

PUBLIC NOTICE
Second reading of• proposed ordinance amending
the Calloway County budget for the fiscal year
2016-2017, include unanticipated receipts from
Prior Year Carryover General Fund $1,500,000.00
and increiuung expenditures in the area of
$ 1,500,000.00 to Road Fund will be held on
August 16, 2016 at the Judicial Building at 500p.m
A copy of the proposed ordinance with full text is
available for public inspection at the office of the
County Judge/Executive Larry Elkins during
normal business hours.

.r•

The publisher maintains the right to reiect or edit any
submitted matter
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.To Place An Ad
Or Yard Sale
Call (270) 753-1916
email
classifiedemurrayledger.com
Or stop

WAREHOUSE STORAGE
$750/MONTH

270-293-9690

CALL

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

FRESH COUNTRY
SAUSAGE &
FARM RAISED BEEF
Saturday Al
Downtown Farmers
Market
Corner of 5th & Maple
STUBBLEFIELD
FARM
270-753-3187

ADVERTISERS are
requested to check the
first insertion of their
ads for any error.

Lost and Found
ORANGE/WHITE male
cat on Oxford Dr.
Missing since Monday
about 11am, special
food/meds. Might be
cranky. Call conner
270-753-0273
060

060

Help Warned

Help Warded

by our

PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
Must be a licensed and
qualified physical
therapist

3600 SQ. FT.

Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error
should be reported
mmediately so
corrections can be
made.

•

RN / LPN
Must be a
state-licensed nurse

Nola

FOR RENT

OCCUPATIONAL
THERAPIST
Must be a licensed and
qualified occupational
therapist.
CER11F1ED NURSING
AIDE
Must be a
state-certified nursing
aide.
PHYSICAL
THERAPIST
ASSISTANT
Must be a licensed and
qualified physical
therapist assistant.
ACTIVITY
ASSISTANT
Experience coordinating senior activities
preferred

We offer great pay and
benefits in a
team-oriented
environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
270-442-3312 Fax
544 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, KY 42003
Cynthia_ Ivy @lcca.com
LifeCareCareers.com
An Equal Opportunity
Employer 76984

GlenDi
91 Spruce Street
Is taking applications for

220

Must have a Class A CDL

Ikateal

and good MVR.

1X2 AD

FOR SALE
WURLITZER PIANO
Good
Condition
$300.00 Call
270-293-3634

We offer a great pay package.

ITT: The

was trying
iort of the
.re racing on
ranted to

CALL NICKI
270-753-1918

Call 270-759-5540
9a.m. - 4p.m. M-F for more details

to get the latest news &
don't forget to check out
the full edition on our
website
www.murrayledger.com!

id 3 p.m.).

ial
(NBCSN,
1:45 p.m.).

Local Delivery
$39.00
$65.00
$119.00

$49.00
$90.00
$135.01

I 111.".1111111',

Out of State
$85.00
$110.00
$160.00

3 mo.
6 mo.
12 mo.

Check Money Or er Visa

M/C

Name
Address
City
Zip

State

Help your Loved Ones When
They Need it the Most
& provide Peace of Mind for You
Irrevocable Medicaid Approved

murrayeyecare com

Matthew tmess
.ipE Pre-Arrangement

hpe,

FuheratD,re.ct.cr

.

YOUR AD RERE!

9;4

Backed by our family's 130+ years of funeral
service to Murray & Calloway Co.

CALL NICKI TO PLACE YOUR AD
270-753-1916
Howse For Rant

Rentals

Storage Rentals

Storage Rentals

3BR, 1.5BA, W/D
hookups, shop. South
Murray. 270-753-0259.

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E MAIN ST
1270)753-6266

KEY MINI-WAREHOUSES

DOG Obedience.
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858

----..1850 State Route 121South •---Murray, KY 42071
270.753.5562
UNIT SIZE

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

AL.tn Pais

I UNIT PRICE SECURITY

5X10..$20.00
10X30..$60.00
10X24..$50.00
10X12..$22.50

HOURS

10X20..$45.00
10X10..$30.00
10X 15..$35.00
Deposit Required

SEE MORE
AUCTIONS
ON NEXT
PAGE.

MON-FRI

Nil BEA

SATURDAY
8 00-12 00

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control

Nturr.. I edger .4r Times Tait
Mousing Act Notice

storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
75'3-9600
280
lioble Homes For Rent

Size
61141.0.5il4iifi I
4/7 Surveillance •
sA

812 Whitnell Avenue • Murray

270-753-3853

All real elate ads -stied heretn
is ...ubrct to
Ad %Filch make. it
ale)*to advertee ans
ern-. limitativn ii de.crunmahaNed iv race ct)lor. tell•.'s. handivaF.
•ta:
ant .a.tch prefer,

the Federal Fair

Hoteang

prefer-

lamilial
name' ongin, of inten•
• 1- make
limitatiors:or
Js,torhid disc nminattor

Nice 2BR mobile home
No Pets 270-752-8556

-

sale. rental or ads-ertisine
sal estate based if, Factors

a.idition
under

to thom' protected

federal law
1Ve will kncnsmgh• accept

U33.1

ENT

MOBILL HOME COMMUNITY!

!

200 E. Main Street
Murray, KY

070
Position Wanted

•\

140
Winne Buy

Cash paid for good. I
used guns

H&H Guns

I
I

inside
Bensons Sporting
Goods
519 S. 12th, SL
Murray
270-753-1342

I

LEDGER&TIMES

Murray Ledger
& Times
Need help
ea ling your
house?
We can get the
word out?
7 3-191

320
Apartments For Rent
2BR Duplexes
Townhouses
Available NOW
starting at
9400/month
Coleman Real Estate
270-753-9898
2BR, 1BA duplex
Furnished
270-753-0259

I
I
I
a

Artides
For Ws
TABLE Saws.
10 inch Craftsman
$75.00.
Craftsman
8 Inch
$50.00.
Murray Bait Company
270-753-5693.

Daytime Phone

Murray Ledger & Times
R O. Box 1040
Murray, Ky 42071
(270) 753-1916

s'

Ili Ili tints-is!

1900 A N. 12th St. P.O. Box 65 Murray, FY42071
Office 270 753 2905 - Fax 270 1539505

• garlandrentals .•qmail.com

RETIRED Nurse seeking sitting position with
elderly. Will work in
home or nursing home.
270-23-5575.

i

LIght,Ekanotr, and 24r Sunnilance

or:tro/
LET 6ARIA1D TAKE CARE OF YOUR STOWE NEEDS!
•,

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
wehpage at
murray ledger.corn.
you will he redirected
to Johnetwork corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the johnetwork.com
are.placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you.

CHOOSE FROM OUR 4 LOCATIONS:
'Murray Store It Lock- 1611 N. 12th St.
NBC Storage • 1900 N. 12th

vlolabon of the law
persons are beret's informed
that all dwellinp advertised are
asailabk on an equal opportunity bans
For further assistance with Fair
Housing Advertising requirements. contact NAA Counsel
Rene P MiLan,(703)6C-1000

eGulatal Postal Boat & NW-Storage • Hwy.94E

SAt

TAKING Applications
for Lawn Tech.
$10-912/hr.
Drivers License
required.
Call between the hours
of 8am - 10am.
270-978-7157.

For all your storage convenience

FOX MEADOWS AND COACH ESTATES

Apply in person at:

DISCLAIMER

Rest of KY
3 mo
6 mo
12 mo.

.Kalvki Adams

308 S. 12th
Murray
270-759-2500

LOCWING FOR A GREAT 1.•-ACE TO L11:E

MECHANIC

3 mo
6 mo.
12 mo.

L

'Eyeglasses
'Contacts
-Eye Disease

PRE-PLANNING

is currently seeking a

(ad size)

2:15 p.m.).

a*Eyecare Specialties

MURRAY RENTAL & SALES.

Subscribe today

(NBC

Thank vou f(J- your busint-,,,'

ion
advertising tor real tstate whkn
is not an

IMMEDIATE OPENING

he Glen
nal (2.45-

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL
270-753-9224 NICK MCCLURE-OWNER

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

-,cater. a'Ke

FLOOR TECH
Floor care and/or
custodial experience
preferred

Full and Part Time Trailer Spotters

BOG() 1/2
OFF

CAMP SEPTIC CLEANING OF MURRAY

800-4 00

office at 1001 Whitztell Ave.
•Office Hours:
Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
• Fax:(270) 753-1927

>gano over
urn" when
>th crashed

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
Wrecked, running and non-running
Autos, Batteries, and all Aluminum

Full-time
positions
available Sign-on
bonus included!

021)

111111111E
viviris.za First Day - 20 words or less Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:
5.12 per word per day.
$3.35 extra for Smart Saver
(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)

HEALTHCARE
OPPORTUNMES
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center in
Paducah

Item Renshaw
PILLOW Top Mattress
sets. New In Plastic
Queen $195.00
Full $185.00
King $385.00
270-293-4121
Can Deliver $40 Down
Take home today,

4Bdrm, 3ba, $1060
1802 A Valley Dr.
270-753-8242
270-752-0313
No Utilities included.
2BR 1BA Duplex,
CHVAC, all appliances, Large Deck in
back, quiet safe
neighborhood.
$550/mo, 1 month
security, NO pets.
(270)519-4831
No Smoking.
OFFERING one month
free rent and free
application fee at
Station 74 in Murray.
38R share kitchen and
living area Washer
and Dryer. utilities,
Internet, pool all furnished. $435
per
month.
Call Doug at
618-409-0549.

320
Apertments For Rent

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposit
required.
270-753-4109.
CALLOwAY GARDENS
ESSEX DOWNS
APARTMENTS
iBR from $345
268 frorn $375
270-753-8556
1505 Dulguld Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833 ert283

New Climate
Controlled
Storage Units Now
Available!
Cali 270-753-9999
Visit us online at
www SI3Gproperty.corn
Of
WWW

For Rent 2BR, 2BA
Apt, Located Bambie
Ct. North. No Pets No
Smoking_
270-8415653
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at *Aur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD* 711
Large 1BR Apt. Close
to campus NO Pets
$310 plus deposit
270-556-7928

murraykyrentals corn

HGL Storage, LLC
tmo S. 4th St. &
Sunbury Circle
Multiple sizes,
lighting In every unit,
security lighting,
newly remodeled.
270-761-7557

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S & Glendale
10x10's &10x15's
(270) 293-6907

460
Homes For S10

New 2-4

Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estate
SBG Real Property
Professionals
'
270-293-7872

in
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 8100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-ISIS.
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!Slur

11111‘...
ABSOLUTE AUCTION
;tu .ay, .ugust '11

i

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE

Hill Electric

.

;

Location: 492 Carl Cresp Rd., Almo KY 42020
::

o

go • uctionS W

•

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or small

•ving a uge auction at

PERSONAL PROPERTY OF JOHN NOREAN
.01.111
'
.
T

•Tnmming
•Removal
*Stump Grinding
•Firewood
"Insured

753-9562
A 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH HOME
ACRES IN 2 TRACTS & COMO'

We teat have 4-isthealer, cast iron, air
compressor, gun cabinet, big tb, on stand.
end tables, co.:aware, ooncrote planters,
patio tables, siting chairs, tobacco baskets,jewelry arrncwis, China cabinet,
kitchen ratio, dining room tad*, redraw.
*whits cabinets severe!SON tables, old
amines Chips Grackegack tins, beds,
dressers, night stands. varier WM, wry
nice des*. Aoor toms, guilt rack. itstwig
POies, chifforobo, qums. 000kware, lots
ci horn* decor* old scale too men)
,odd
and end items to list

NIA MR‘14
CS
'HON

1

Call Or 1st Brad lionesliarris at(270)210-2883
BBH Bid Calling and Auctions.
For all your Auction needs
Brad Hams Pnncipal Auctioneer P-3759

AUCTION

800 38() 4.51 8

493 BROWNS GROVE RD.
MURRAY, KY 42071

NOTICE EARLY START TIME 9:00 am

Nice Bedroom Suites, China Cab, End Tables, Curio,
Wrought Iron Metal Chairs, Pictures, Coming ware, Pyrex,
Milk Creamer, Hen on Nest, Steins, Match Holder, Pots & Pans,
Figurines, Sanyo Tv, Chest Freezer, Washer & Dryer, Concreate
Items, Clocks, Old Tins, Several Quilts, Couch &Love Seat,
Ken Holland Prints, Twin Beds, China Set, Powder Dishes,
Holiday Barbie, Beanie Babies, Boyd Bears, Nascar, Matchbox,
Hot Wheels, Tonka, Budweiser Truck &Trailer, Kids Books,
South Marshall Class of 1958 59 Pic, Kero Lamps, Old Iron Bed,
Table & 4 Chairs, Metal Lawn Furniture, Christmas Items,
and Much More.

304 NORTH 12TH STREET • MURRAY, KY 42071
Office: 270-761-SALE (7253) or Cell: 270-705-4479

Word Search — Cherrylicious
Weddings

WPFSZ
MRPYE
UHRTO
JRXSC
EUOYZ
JOQMX
TN AD I
EMYOJ
QMYEU
LLCI T
VWGAG
EALTH
SSERT
MBXMO

Leciger
Times!

XWOXP IS
UKJDADU
PP INGVO
LGXMLS I
J YWNWOC
L UWOYR I
X0 I TNAL
NETGKUE
NHENGSD
REEIFOD
LGWHJUV
YXSSIRO
ARYANXC
OCBWGAU

Let us kelp
you
Celebrate

SUDOKU
Concepts SudoKu

270-753-1916

4
9
i

1

By Dave Green

8
2 7

6

7

5

64

35

6

1

89

POIPGER
FIES
92

Dace ty Level ***

ANTIOXIDANTS
CHERRY
DELICIOUS
DESSERT
ENJOYMENT
FRUIT
HEALTHY
PIE
SAW
SOUR
SWEET
TART
TOPPING
TREE
WASHINGTON

Sodolcu is a number-placing puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several grvon numbers. The otMci is to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the empty squares so that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only orce. The difficulty level
of the Conceptis Sudoku Increases from Monday to Sunday.

8 9

1

*Yard Work

'PRESSURE WAVV/A/C

Gary 270-227-0420

73

5
5,04

Answer to

1 86
5 42
379
76 1
4 25
893
6 1 4
9 38
257
Manley 1.1.4

previous puzzle

729 4 5 3
6J1 3 1 7 9
15 4 6 8 2
8 32945
976 8 3 1
54 1 267
395 7 28
2675 1 4
4 1 8_3 9 6
1•01

YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 270-436-2562,
270-226-4504

-tic 'Ala

Cavracr Scorr
270-978-2157

GARY W. DICK
ELECTRIC

1

Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248
FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE

270.206.2517

S DEBRIS REMO

—.-A-1
-.A1F-•

(

Rnn Fiaine
7-3140
I-3323

ACROSS
1
Narrow cut
Manger fill
5
10
Stash away
11
Fall guy
12
Roasting spot
13
Wore away
14
Loafer
16
Kathleen Turner film
20
Olympic awards
23
Ring win
24
Vigilant
25
Major's successor
27
"This — test"
28
California city
29
Turkey choice
32
Sofa for two
36
Local resident
39
Entice
40
Penitent person
41
Crocus cousin
42
Prokofiev hero
43
Peas' places

PRESSURE WASHING
-CONCRETE -SIDING -DECKS
Locally Owned & Operated Murray, KY

Brandon Wells
270-293-1279

CROSSWORDS
25
26
28
30
31
33
34
35
36
37
38

1

2

Scottish hillside
Say inadvertently
Flu symptom
"Sophie's Choice" actor
Relocation pro
Mark's replacement
Parched
Hardy heroine
Snooze
Supped
Stroller user

3

4

Not barefoot
Not recorded
Creative germ
Pour drinks
Wander off
Canine, e.g.
Scepter
Historic time
Tie the knot
Canary chow
Cloth bundle
Cockpit guesses
Related
Bullfight beast
Motel worker
•Lohengrin" lady
Precious

11

12

13

14

•

21

8

9

18

19

UUU

22

27

25

23

UU

33

34

26

28

29

30
32

36

7

UUUU17

24UUUU

37

35

ill
39UUU
41

40UUUUU
42

Ciallimore Electr3c_al Carltractors. LLC

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
NeulrlaUesoureil/laslissdal

(270) 759-0890

6

15

4111111101ff
lams C.Mims
viviW.tiCIAVKLAY.COM

5

10

18

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
11
15
17
18
19
20
21
22

(270) 759-0501

*Gutter Cleaning

•ComtreRchir

Tommy Chavis • Broker/Auctioneer • KY* P2521
www.chavisauctiows.com

GAME CENTE,R

Murray

• A...k '1,111 k-• • 0 kr...1

*Pressure Washing

CHAP/
REAL E

Darrell Beane Auctioneer
Lynn Grove KY
270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959
KY# P2248 TNti 2493 Firm 5815
www.darrellbeaneauctions.com

Call

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

tiC C4vine4,0/Alc

3 Bedroom 1 Bath Home,
Storage Building, Personal Property

DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONS

A

270-293-5949
& Ins

951-211/8-9232N

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR AUCTION NEEDS(ESTATES,
PROPERTY, FARMS, EQUIPMENT, HOUSES, ETC)CONTACT:

FOR ALL YOUR AUCTION NEEDS CONTACT:
DARRELL BEANE AUCTIONEER 270-435-4420 OR 270-227-3959

Free Estimates

*Driveways
*Patios
*Stamping
*Garages
*Dirt Work
*tic. & Ins.
Jeff Moore,

-,er.srprirrrii

Terms of auction is full settlement day of auction with cash or good
check with proper ID. Any announcement made the day of the
auction takes precedence over printed material or any other oral
statements made. Auction company or owners not responsible for
accidents. Concession available.

R /T
Lawn Service
You grow it,
We will mow it!

•ZAWN CAR(

Nice stainless Amana side by side refrigerator, nice Maytag
washer and dryer, dining table w/8 padded chairs, sofa's, sofa
table, beautiful odd chairs, king bed, twin beds, wicker chairs,
(3) patio sets, patio chairs, beautiful area rugs, framed wildlife
prints, other framed prints, Murray High Tiger framed print, home
decor, stone vases, glassware, Sunoco metal sign, other metal
signs, Sunoco classic Railroad Colock, other Sunoco items,
framed Landmarks of America, Antique Car coin collection, bikes,
dutch ovens, fish fryer, 14" drill press, vise, air floor jack, floor jack,
free standing drill, tools, tool boxes, hand tools, much more.

eirthday's

Jason Hill
(270) 226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

•

Saturday, August 6th • 9:00 AM
4900 121 North. Murray, KY 42071

eabies

Serving
West Kentucky

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106

*Handyman Services

SATURDAY AUGUST 6th, 2016 • 10:00 A.M.
AT THE DAN MILLER AUCTION BARN

Engagement'5

Hill Appliance
Repair

(Estate)

PUBLIC AUCTION

teinniversary

Over 28 Years
Experience

Moor's
conaine•

61

A r.odet ,
0 1 .,.idMar 61.,1,11./
11.041,
4,,

....

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

270-293-4256

1S55 !St •/,' • •
117 111:,/, •12te. •
110
I.

270-247-3253 ,“%‘• hal

270-227-3513
Ask for Mike

TRAVIS
ASPHALT

3

I:Iu I VI

ca "1 u,iriri.s it 11....11u, • Ati,,,I.O11

270-293-3108
Ask for Jesse

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
AMERICAN FILIPINO
Housewife cleaning in
your home or commoncial building available
4/days week. 25yrs
Experience at moping,
vaccuming. With references. Lisa 270-9708762

lessesia seAials at SU
PM Cann sad ketlens
facelmot par sal on
Asokezie.ests

• For ALL your
Gravel Hauling
Needs'

(270)489-2839

www.tullelectric.com

From Aharrax Kr Take US 641 N. Then Turn Hogrot cTh riwydO L &
Follow
3.2 As Then Turn Left On Van Cleave Rd Continue I 7 Miles Then
Let On Carl Crisp Rd. And Proceed To Auction Site Signs Postoclit rum
HIGHLY TILLABLE LEVEL TO GENTLY ROLLING FARMLAND!
REAL ESTATE: Tract 1' A 1999
28.x66 Fall Creek Manufactured
Horne On A Brick Foundation
Featuring 3 Bedrooms. 2 Baths,
Spacious Living Room, Dining
Area, Large Eat-In Kitchen w/
Island & Skylight, Utility Room,
Master Suite w/Walk-In Closet,
Garden Tub, Skylight & Separate
Shower, Laminate, Tile & Carpet
Flooring & Central HVAC. Exterior
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE
Features Include A Front Porch,
AT 10:00 AIR AUCTION HELD ON SITE! Deck, Patio, 12'x16' Concrete
Block Building w/Electric, Storage
500 GALLON PROPANE TANK Building, Shed & A 30'x32'
2001 DODGE DAKOTA TRUCK Detached
Garage w/Concrete
- TRAILERS - MOWERS - GOLF Floor, Electric, Automatic
CART - TOOLS - COINS Overhead Door & 10'x32' Lean
To. All 0n2 9660 Acres.
FURNITURE - APPLIANCES Tract
COLLECTIBLES
2' 14.8294 Acres
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS COM FOR COMPLETE LISTING DETAILS & PHOTOS!
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 15,16 Down Day Of Sale Balance In 30 Days A 101k Buyers Prenourn Will Be
Added To The Fred Boa & Included In The Contract Price Make Inspectkons Nor To Dere Of Sale
PERSONAL PROPERTY TERMS: File Settlement Day of Sale. Cash or Check Day 01 Saw Wra. Proper
dentrtr.,atm A '0 Buyers Prensurn 501 Be Added To The Foal Bid S Included In The Sae Price

MorriB Family
Farms

UUU

43

iiIiU

SLID
SECT
TAGUP
SONAR
ABODE
EAGLE
ROT
KAMPALA
TRIPOLI
GUT
STEEL
SEP
ASYET
MAR
EXACT
SIN
NAIROBI
ALG I ERS
SON
GLOBE
TWI NE
IglI RED
SANER
SEAT
REST

ger & times

Murray Ledger & Times

Tbarsdny,Arpin 4.2014• 31)

ON NNW

ria Family
Farms

ADULT
Maks a Connection.
Reif People, Rirty
Ghat Meet tingles NM
nowt Gal Uvelinka. Try
N FREE. Gal now. 1868-979-2264.

it- ALL your
vel Hauling
Needs'
I-283-3108
k for Jest*

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Advertise your JOB
OPENING, EVENT,
ITEMS FOR SALE,
AUCTION stc. in this
newspaper plus 86
other newspapers in
KY for only $250. Save
time and money by
making one call for ail!
For more infonnabon,
contact the classified
department of this
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821, email'
sparry•kypress.corn

1-227-3513
k for Mike
INIIINIMIIIIIIIIIIIL

ESCOTT
)0FING
sr 28 Years
Kpenence
270-873-7700
270-227-1106

HELP WANTED
GOUJS1ON TECHNICIAN - Livers Body
Shop, Bardstown is
growing & hiring an
eiq;erienced Collision
Technician.
Relocation he negotiable 502-348-8379
or apply at 4500
Pennebaker Ave
Bardstown, KY 40004

DIVORCE WITH OR
WITHOUT children
$125.00. Includes
name change and
properly settlement
agreement. SAVE hundreds. Fast and easy.
1-888-733-7165, call us
TOLL FREE 24/7

• Say'HAPPY BIRTHDAY'

CHELL
ROS.
aVING

to someone special!
•
John Doe

)759-0501

AN CU
SERVICE

)SCAPING
LCHING
REMOVAL

ESTIMATES

,L KEVIN

AUCTIONS
Brewer Auction
Company - Very large
liquidation Auction. Sat.
Aug. 6 0 10. A.M.,
1250 Lofty Heights
Road, Clay City. Gun.
Lumber, Equipment,
Tools & more. VIM
AuctlonZip.Corn or
brewerrealestate.corn
606-663-4663

7years old•2-4-IS
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
SAWMILLS from only
$4397.00 - MAKE &
SAVE MONEY with
your own bandrnill - Cut
lumber any dimension.
In Stock ready to ship.
FREE Info/DVD:
wivw.NorwoodSawmills.
corn 1-800-578-1363
Ext. 300N

ACTUAL AD SIZE!

$1
•
(Plot ad •ith photo

HEALTH
SEMMES
ATTENTION: VIAGRA
and CLAUS Users! A
cheaper aftemaave to
high drugstore pncee,
50 PIN Specsai
FREE Shipping! 100
Percent Guaranteed
CM Now: 1-800-4902790.

FRI(8/5)7 AM-1 PM
SAT.(8/6)7 AM-12PM
Pull size mattress,box *pingssad bole beddias,
decorative pillows,kitchen loom,pictures.color matting
for frames,furniture Red nusch mare.

2710 Eastwood St.,Paris,TN
FRI.(8/5)& SAT.(8/6)•8 AM-5 PM
ESTATE SALE! Living estate sale for Delmer & Antionese Owens. Glassware.furniture,jewiery,50's & 60's
vintage items & much me.55 yens of accumulation.
See estatesale net for pictures.
Spaulding Estate Sales. 731-446-4144

1900 N.12th St. Nuttto Enterprise

HELP WANTED SALES
EARN $500 A DAY
Insurance Agents
Needed • Leads No
Cold Calls •
Commissions Paid
Dairy • Lifetime
Renewals • Complete
Training • Hearth &
Dental Insurance •
Life License Required
Call 1-888-713-6020
INSURANCE
SERVICES
MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES. ZERO
Gooey Doctor.
Specialist, Labs,
Ambulance, Cherno,
Outpatient Surgery,
SNF, ER, Hospital
Stays, No Network,
Gooey, Referral
Concerns, Free
Qualification.
Cumberland Benefits.
502-386-7857
INTERNET/PHONE
SERVICE
AT&T U-Verse Internet
starting at $15/month or
TV & Internet starting at
$49/month for 12
months with 1-year
agreement. Call 1- 800445-6403 to learn
more

270)

-4020

601 Lee Street Visodeatat

FRI.(8/5)& SAT.(8/6)•8 AM-2 PM
HUGE YARD SALE! Vintage toys.electronics. spoils
stuff, glassware & much more.

469 Oakwood Circle
FRI.(8/5)& SAT.(8/6)• 7 AM-2 PM
Tools,furniture, household items, clothes & toys.

1506 London
FRI.(8/5)& SAT.(8/6)
7:30 AM NO EARLY SALES
MOVING SALE! Lots of oak furniture, pottery,
namebrand clothes,Partina purse
and much more added on Saturday.
MOBILE HOMES FOR
SALE
MOBILE HOMES with
acreage. Ready to
move in. Lots of room,
38r 2Ba. Quick and
easy owner financing
(subject to credit
approval). No renters.
859-977-3970
SERVICES
DISH TV 190 channels
plus Highspeed Internet
Only $49.94/mo! Ask
about 3 year price
guarantee & Netflix
included for 1 yearl
CALL 1-800-417-8079.

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
APPLY NOWI COL
Drivers in High
Demand! Get you CDL
Training in 16 days at
Truck America Training
and go to workf State
WIOA Grants and VA
Benefits Accepted.
Tuition Financing
Available. 1st yr. avg.
$40,000 per ATA
(502)955-6388 or
(866)244-3644.
CLASS A COL
FLATBED DRIVERS,
NEW PAY SCALE

•NEW 389 Pete's
'Trucks set 0 70MPH
•Startlrig pay up to .52
CPM •Health Ins.
'401K .Per Diem Pay
'Home Weekends. 800648-9915 or wwwboydandsons corn

HOME WEEKENDS!
$1,000 sign on bonus.
Regional flatbed No
tarp freight. Excellent
pay and benefits
Ovener/Ops welcome
Call 800-554-5661, ext
331.
www.tIxtransport.)obe

ITV TIME AGAIN TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVORITES
All diplomacy aside, everyone has their favorites, and we want to know who yours are. In preparation for our upcoming
'Readers' Choice 2016 section, we are asking readers to fill us in on their area favorites, from auto dealers to steak houses, I
we want to know who your favorites are! To add your votes in this year's poll, just fill out the form below and send it to us I
before Friday, September 2nd, at5-p.m.

w MAW

TO THANK VOL FOR YOUR PARTICIPATION,YOUR NAME WILL AUTOMATICALLY BE ENTERED
INTO A RANDOM DRAWING TO WIN ONE OF TWO $100 CASH PRIZES.

3 -DECKS

A

urray, KY
Favorite Place to Get Catfleh
insurance
Agencv

Favorite Elactod

Fevorile Caterer

Favorite Photography Studio

Favorite Mmican Restaurant

Favorite Broker/Investment Firm

Favorite Paving Service

Favorite jewelry Store

Favortte Aden Restaurant

Favorite Antique Store

Favorite Faint Store

Favorite Past Central Service

Favorite BBQ Restaurant

Favorite Car Wash

Favorite Lumber Yard

Favorite Appliance Store

Favorite Place T.Get Dessert

Favorite Florist

Favorite Yeterinerbel

Favorite Place To Get A Burger

Favorite AS.Dealer

Favorite Purslane Store

Favorite Steak Hoene

Favorite (34ft Shop

Favorite Oil Chew Service

Favorite Place To Get Breakfast

Favorite Children's(ielhiss Stare

Favorite Place To Get A NilliuMake

Favorite Lssadocaping/l.awn Service

DS

Favorite Bookstore

tar

Favorite Optometrist

Favorite Cable Provider

Favorite Fitness Center
Favorite Halr Soho
Favorite Pruning Store
Favorite Barber Shop

Favorite Place To Eat Buffet

Favorite Carpet Store

Favorite Drug Sten
Favorite Dentist

Favorite Place To Get Fast Feed

Favorite Pimlico' Therapist

Favorite Attorney
Favorite Orthodontist

Favorite Plus To GM Home Oxides

Favorite After 5 Ilangout

Favorite Towing Service

Favorite Taming Saila
Favorite Feedly Pracdtioner

Favorite Healing & Cooling

Favorite Bank
Favorite Day Care

Favorite Plenshing Service

Favorite Coffee Hoene

Favorite Bask Tear
crime Ids& moo at Mat)

Favorite AS.Reps&

Favorite Relearn*

Favorite Chiropractor

Favorite Candsposent Shop

Favorite Place To Get Pisa

Favorite Real Estate Agency

Favorite Thrilt Store

Favorite Lam* Spot

Favorite Reel Estate Aged

Favorite Grocar7 Stare

Fnvorlie Gas Station

Favorite Limner Stare

Favorite Ladles Claildng Store

Favorite Hardware Store

Favorite Radio Personally

FavorbsInsonmee Apse,

Favorite Semler Living Cammadly

Favorite Cielidas Stare

Favorite West Ky. Newspaper

A MAXIMUM OF FIVE BALLOTS PER INDIVIDUAL VOTER WILL BE COUNTED.Photo copies of ballots
will riot be accepted Good luck and thanks for your participation. Look for your local favorites in our special
'Best of Calloway County Readers'Choice 2018 section published In October. Mail ballot to or drop off at:

Name:

I

Phone:

Favorite de& Comm

Favorite Pee Groomer

Faverlie DONA gap

Favorite Dance eo

LEDYGER&

PO Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071:1001 Whitnell Avs., Murray, KY 42S

1

I CONTEST RULES:
•1. Must be at least 18 years of age to enter. Employees of this newspaper and their families are not eligible. 2. Entries must be received by this
• newspaper before 5 p.m. on Fri., Sept. bud. 3. Cash prize winners will be selected via random drawing. Decision of newspaper is final. 4. At least 10 I
categories met be flied in for your ballot to be valid and counted. S. Al *Wise Mould contain the name of•business unless otherwise
specified. 6. Entries must Include hill name & phone number to be vend and counted.
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Leong Bock
Teo years ago
Incoming Murray State University
President Dr. Randy Dunn speaks
before a crowd of some 441.1 community leaders and guests at the
annual Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce Dinner.
Executive Director for the Murtay -Calloway County United Way
and 2005 Citizen of the Year Peggy
Bil!Wigton, is shown getting a hug
from the 2004 Citizen of the Year
Alice Rouse at the end of the annual
Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce Dinner.
Preparing to deliver a shipment of
5.000 pairs of eye glasses to the Indiana Lions Recycling Center at Upland. Indiana, are Ed Pavlick, sight
committee chairman; Bill Furst,
zone chairman and Rowina Wilburn, president, all of Murray Lions
Club. The glasses were collected by
the club at Make A Difference Day
and were processed for distribution
to Third World countries.
John Eric Yezerski, son of John
and Martha Yezerski of Murray, was
awarded a doctor of dental medicine
degree from the University of Kentucky College of Dentistry at the
university-wide commehcement on
May 7.
Workers are installing one row of
the new wooden lockers that are the
centerpiece of the renovation efforts
in the Murray State football locker
room. The approximately $90,000
renovation will also include new
carpeting and other amenities when
its completely finished later this
year. This is the first major overhaul
to the locker room area since Roy
Stewart Stadium was built 33 years
ago.
Twenty years ago
Pictured are workers with Southwest Recreation Co. spraying glue
on the rubber surface before rolling the new artificial surface on the
playing field at Roy Stewart Stadium.
Sharon Cunningham Taylor will
be the featured speaker at the dinner for the 27th gala homecoming
reunion of Douglass High School.
Five local students have been
awarded scholarships to Murray
State University. The students are

Grandma is demanding hostess
during family's annual visits

Joanna Assad, John Preston Weatherly, Sara Fitts, Michael Carr and
Craig Carraway.
Thirty years ago
A one car vehicle accident occurred this morning when a shifting
load of wood caused a truck to flip
at 8:15 am.The truck was traveling
on N. 12 St. and turned onto Hwy.
121 N. The driver escaped by kicking out a window and was aided
by people passing by the accident.
There were no injuries.
Registration for the coming school
year began today at Murray High
School. Pictured is Murray High
School Principal Bill Wells helping
Amy Long with her class schedule and guidance counselor Wanda
Laird advising on a scheduling conflict with Ken Hainsworth.
Mabel Pickard is shown reading
cards from well-wishers at a retirement reception in her honor at Murray State University. Her last day in
the office was July 29 with almost
19 years of service on the campus.
Shown with her is Anita Poyner,
staff accountant.
Forty years ago
Sinking Spring Baptist Church,
probably the oldest continuing
church in Calloway County will celebrate its 145th anniversary on Aug.
15. Dr. Roy Beaman will be the
speaker according to Rev. Lawson
Williamson, church pastor.
First place winners in the summer
reading contest at Calloway County
Public Library include Huong Dinh,
Evy Jarrett and Sandra Hutchins.
Fifty years ago
William T. Jeffrey, Eugene
Chaney, Cannon N. Parks, Ruby
Lee Simpson, Jewell Deene Ellis,
Bess T. Kerlick, Lucy Ann Forrest
and Alice Sue Fairless attended a
two-day vocational conference this
past week at Lexington.
Sixty. years ago
Jerry M. Ford,son of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry L. Ford of Route 1, Murray.
completed recruit training Aug.4 at
the Naval Training Center, San Diego, California.

DEAR ABBY: We visit my
grandmother out of state once a
year. After our visits, I usually
leave feeling defeated. A few reasons why:
She leaves multiple notes around
"reminding"
us to clean
after
up
ourselves.
a
There's
note in the
shower that
says, "Please
wipe down
shower walls
use."
after
me
asks
She
Dear Abby
change
to
by
the sheets or
launder our
Abigail
towels
beVan Buren
fore I leave.
Although she
has decorative paper hand towels
in the bathrooms,she asks us not to
use them because they are "too expensive." She complains about my
son's handprints on her windows
(he's 2). She badmouths nearly everyone she knows, has unsolicited
advice on everything and is generally highly judgmental.
When we return home,she gushes about our visit for months, saying how "lonely" she is now that
we're gone and how much she enjoyed our visit. I don't understand.
Is this normal grandmother behavior, or does she take it too far?
Must we continue spending big
bucks to go out there every year, or
can we just send pictures and call
often? -- GRANDDAUGHTER IN
A QUANDARY
DEAR GRANDDAUGHTER:
If these annual visits are a "command performance," I can see why
you might resent them. However,
it's not unheard of for a hostess to
leave a note asking that the shower
be wiped down, or that the sheets
and towels be laundered before a
guest leaves -- particularly if the
guests are family members. A gracious guest wouldn't mind doing

On this date:
In 1790,the U.S. Coast Guard had
its beginnings as President George
Washington signed a measure authorizing a group of revenue cutters
to enforce tariff and trade laws and
prevent smuggling.
In 1830, plans for the city of Chicago were laid out.
In 1892, Andrew and Abby Borden were axed to death in their home
in Fall River, Massachusetts. Lizzie
Borden, Andrew's daughter from a
previous marriage, was accused of
the killings, but acquitted at trial.

In 1944, 15-year-old diarist Anne
Frank was arrested with her sister,
parents and four others by the Gestapo after hiding for two years inside
a building in Amsterdam.(Anne and
her sister, Margot, died at the Bergen-Belsen concentration camp.)
In 1964, the bodies of missing civil eights workers Michael
Schwerner, Andrew Goodman and
James Chaney were found buried in
an earthen dam in Mississippi.
In 1977, President Jimmy Carter
signed a measure establishing the
Department of Energy.

•••••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a newly retired woman living alone. Today 1
received a phone call on my landline asking me to participate in a
survey. The first question asked
was how many people are in my
household.
In the past, I didn't live alone
and I didn't mind participating in
surveys. But calling on my landline
makes me worry that person has
access to my physical address. And
being asked by some stranger for
information like my age, the number of people in my household, and
whether I have guns in the house,
etc. makes me feel very vulnerable.
I told the caller I was not interested in participating and wouldn't
give a reason why. There has got
to be a better way to conduct surveys. Please let researchers know.
-- CAUTIOUS SENIOR
DEAR CAUTIOUS: I'm doing
that. But while I'm doing it, I am
also advising readers that they are
under no obligation to respond to
surveys of any type, and that all
they have to do if they receive this
kind of call is say,"Not interested,"
.and hang up.
•••••

Contact Dear Abby at www.
DearAbby.com or P.O.Box 69440,
Los Angeles,CA 90069.

DEAR DOCTOR 1E: I'm at an
increased risk for heart attack and
stroke. Will the new dietary guidelines help keep my heart healthy?
DEAR READER: In late 2015,
the US. government issued a new
of
edition
the Dietary
Guidelines
Amerifor
This
cans.
report helps
Americans
make healthy
food choices.
But if you're
concerned
Dr.Komaroff about having
a heart attack
by
or stroke, the
advice in the
Dr. Anthony
latest update
Komaroff
doesn't entirely agree
with what many nutrition experts
-- as well as the American Heart
Association(AHA)-- recommend.
I spoke with my colleague Dr.
Walter Willett, professor of epidemiology and nutrition at the Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public
Health. He shared his thoughts
about where the new guidelines
may not be aggressive enough for
people at risk for heart disease.
Here's our advice on four dietary
components:
-- RED MET. The guidelines
say: A healthy eating pattern includes a variety of protein foods,
including seafood, lean meats and
poultry, eggs, legumes (beans and
peas), and nuts, seeds and soy
products.
We say: Grouping lean red
meat with other types of protein
is wrong. The health implications
from these foods are very different.
Many people assume the saturated
fat in beef, lamb and pork is the
main problem. That's certainly one
problem. But lean red meat also
contains cholesterol, heme iron
and other components that likely
contribute to heart disease risk. If
you like red meat, enjoy it only oc-

casionally as a special treat.
-- SUGAR. The guidelines say:
Consume less than 10 percent of
calories per day from added sugars
We say: The new guidelines are
based on research showing that
people who cat less sugar tend to
have lower rates of heart disease
But the upper limit suggested by
the AHA -- about 5 percent of calories -- is better than the 10 percent
recommended by the guidelines.
That translates to about 6 teaspoons of sugar a day for women
and 9 teaspoons per day for men.
-- SALT. The guidelines say:
Consume less than 2300 milligrams(mg) per day of sodium.
We say: Excess sodium is closely tied to high blood pressure -- a
major risk factor for heart disease.
You're better off aiming for the
1,500 mg of sodium per day recommended by the AHA.
-- CHOLESTEROL (AND
EGGS). The guidelines say: No
specific limit on cholesterol. (Earlier guidelines recommended a
limit of 300 mg per day.)
We say: For your heart's sake,
limit eggs to no more than three a
week -- especially if you have diabetes.
Remember, this advice applies
to people at increased risk for a
heart attack or a stroke -- not to
everyone. The risk factors that
increase a person's risk include
age, gender, close relatives with
heart disease or stroke, high blood
pressure, high total cholesterol or
LDL ("bad") cholesterol, diabetes
or prediabetes, or metabolic syndrome. You can calculate your risk
of heart disease and stroke over the
next 10 years online at: www.reynoldsriskscore.org.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions, go
to AskDoctorK.cont, or write: Ask
Doctor K,10 Shattuck St.,Second
Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Nelolse

Today In History
Today is Thursday, Aug. 4, the
217th day of 2016. There are 149
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug.4, 1991,the Greek luxury
liner Oceanos sank in heavy seas off
South Africa's southeast coast; the
402 passengers and 179 crew members all survived,largely through the
efforts of ship's entertainers who
oversaw rescue operations. (Capt.
Yiannis Avranas and other officers
faced criticism for leaving the ship
while some passengers were still on
board.)

those things, and would ask how
her hostess wanted it handled before she left.
Rather than stew when she complained about your 2-year-old's
handprints on her windows, the
appropriate response would have
been: "You know, you're right. I'll
get the Windex!" And when she
made a negative comment about
someone, you should have found
something nice to say about the
person in response.
If these visits cause financial
hardship, visit your grandmother
every OTHER year, or consider inviting her to visit you,but don't cut
her off completely. After all, she's
family, and not all family members
are "perfect."

U.S. dietary guidelines need
tweaking for heart risk

BABY BLUES

BLONDIE®
SrILL SAY YOU
1.I ,7
SHOULD HAVE
BEEN MORE
SPECIF1C

PARKING THAT'S ACCESSIBLE
Dear Readers: During a trip to the store, doctor's
office or other places, you are seeing more HANDICAPPED-ACCESSIBLE PARKING SPACES. They are
therefor a reason: to help people who need that space.
Here are some laws governing the spaces -- you may
already know some; others you may not:
According to the U.S. Department of Justice and the Americans with Disabilities Act(www.
ada.gov), these are some of the
features of a handicapped-accessible parking space:
* It must have an additional
5feet of widthfor cars, to allow
for wheelchair access.
* For vans, there must be an
additional 8feet in the space to
allow for a lift.
• The space must be closer to
' by
building than other spaces.
the
Heloise
* The "handicapped parking" sign with the familiar blue
symbol must be visible.
What qualifies you to use a handicapped-accessible
space? It can vary by state. Here are some qualifiers:
Ifyou can fully *se your arms or walk without a cane,
have heart trouble, need portable oxygen or have eye
issues.
This is an overview of handicapped-accessible
parking. If you have general questions about it, research online or call the Department of Justice ADA
Information Line: 800-514-0301. -- Heloise
COME ON IN
Dear Heloise: I work in a quick-service (fast-food)
restaurant. Here's a hint for your readers: We usually
can make special items that aren't on the menu, and
can alter menu items to your liking. But please come
inside, and don't order in the drive-thru.

We are timed in our service speed, and special orders slow down the line tremendously. Come on inside; we're happy to help you! -- Matt D. in Dallas
GO FISH!
Dear Readers: Have an extra fishbowl around?
This is a classic hintfrom my mother, the original Heloise(1919-1977),from spring 1970:
Fill the bowl with water and a "blub-blub" ofbleach
(to keep the water clean). You can add anything to the
bowl:greenery, artificialflowers,pretty stones.A wonderful conversation piece! NO live FISH! -- Heloise
GUM BANNED
Dear Heloise: Please inform your readers to never
give nursing-home patients chewing gum.
My mother was sent to a nursing home for a respite
visit. A patient wheeled into her room and shared pieces of gum with her. My brother happened to pop in for
a visit and found that our mother had choked on the
gum and was blue. Had it not been for my brother's
presence, we would have lost our mother. -- Sue F.,
Cleveland,Tenn.
SNEAKER CREATURE
Dear Heloise: Someone used an old sneaker as a
dog toy. The problem? A dog doesn't know the difference between a discarded shoe and a new one, and the
dog enjoyed chewing new shoes lying around just as
much as the old. -- Philip Z., via email
Philip, I'm with you! Same for socks! How do they
know that the "play" toy is not theirs if it's on the
floor? Woof, woof, says Chammy and Henry VIII, our
dogs. -- Heloise
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.O. Box 795000,San Antonio, TX 78279-5000,
or you can fax it to 1-210-HELOISE or email it to
Heloise(at)Heloise.com. I can't answer your letter
personally but will use the best hints received in my
column.
(c)2016 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Horoscope
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, Aug. 5, 2016:
This year you tend to overthink your decisions,
even those that are not significant. Prioritizing
might be instrumental to you enjoying your life
more. You appear to hide your passion under an
intellectual front. Few read you clearly. If you are
single, this pattern could prevent you from meeting
someone who is in sync with you. Be vulnerable
more often and display your stronger feelings. If
you are attached, the two of you enjoy spending
time together. Your significant other understands
your tendency to rely on your intellect. Avoid being
overly fussy or critical with this person. VIRGO can
be unscrupulous.

DUSTIN®

50 WHAT
YOU'VE GIVEN CONSIDERABLE ITS A MARK OF MATURITY IT TOOK ME
ARE YOU
THOUC/iff TO TRAT TEXT THAT YOU TAKE SUFFICIENT LIKE FOUR
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have:
5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult

'

GARFIELD

Fi

I'VE SEEN THIS
TWENTY TIMES

FELL ASLEEP
NINETEEN

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
*** Tempers flare, even when you are trying to
turn down the heat. You could witness a change in
how a higher-up approaches you. Know that this
person's attitude might not be about you. Listen
to someone who always has good information for
you.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** You will express unusual wisdom and
ingenuity when dealing with a friend. Pace yourself,
as you have a lot of ground to cover. A loved one
will tap into your wisdom by asking for help in a
confusing situation. Make it your pleasure.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Pressure builds on the homefront. Someone
close to you could become manipulative, as he or
she is determined to get what he or she wants. You
will need to set boundaries for both of your sakes.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Speak your mind, and don't be afraid to
investigate a psychic or intuitive hunch. Work with
it, and try it out to see how valid your instincts are.
Reach out to a dear friend or relative whom you
often think about.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You can be possessive at times, but resist
Showing that side of your personality right now
You will want to approach a tantalizing new person
authentically. Listen to what ails this person, and

n
e
:
PEANUTSP

do your best to help change his or her mood.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You smile with little to no effort. For some
of you, this might be because you have landed a
better job. For others, it could be a new romance!
Whatever you are up to, do not allow anyone's
manipulation to stop you. Go for what you want.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Be willing to take a backseat and let others
get the credit. Your instincts will prove to be
excellent, as you'll reach out to a friend to discuss
a difficult matter in his or her life. Try to express
your thoughts in a way that carrbe heard.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You understand a lot more than others give
you credit for. When you share your feelings about
a situation, even those who don't agree with you
will support you in manifesting your ideas. Touch
base with a sibling or a neighbor.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You might feel an extraordinary amount of
pressure to act a certain way around a higher-up
Of perhaps a special client. You will know how this
person feels through his or her nonverbal feedback.
Do not allow an upset to become more than it is
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Make a point of reaching out to someone
at a distance with whom you might like to visit in
the next few months, if not sooner. At first, you
might get some attitude, but that will pass quickly.
Understand where this person is coming from.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
You could be pressured by a loved one
who likes being around you. The issue is that you
might feel a need to have some space to yourself.
Resist having a knee-jerk reaction, and try to find
other ways of handling this situation.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Others might feel as if you are out of
control You'll display strong reactions to someone
to whom you need to be polite There seems to be
an understanding between the two of you, and you
won't need to apologize. However, it would be a
wise move regardless.
BORN TODAY
Astronaut Neil Armstrong (1930), author Wendell
Berry (1934), actor Jesse Williams (1981)
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